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Chapter 381 Have a Stomachache Together 
It has been past midnight when Tang Duo wakes up again. She is awoken 
with a start and wants to pull herself upright on the bed. But someone pushes 
her back. She is about to beat that guy unconsciously. 

“Hua…” A familiar voice calls her name. 

Tang Duo stares at him in amazement, “Lang… Lang Ruoxian?” 

“It’s me,” Lang Ruoxian says. She can’t believe that he lies beside her. 

Tang Duo still wants to move. But he carefully touches her abdomen and 
persuades her, “You just had an operation for appendicitis.” 

“Ah?” Tang Duo focuses on her belly and feels it really… painful. 

Before she is about to say something, Lang Ruoxian has cupped her face to 
kiss her so fiercely as if he wants to swallow her. Tang Duo struggles at the 
beginning. Then she stops struggling, embracing his waist and stroking 
regularly to comfort him. 

“I… I’m fine.” 

Tang Duo says as soon as Lang Ruoxian lets her go to breathe. 

“Well…” Lang Ruoxian kisses her again. This time he is very gentle. Then 
Tang Duo hears him saying. 

“I’m not fine.” 

Tang Duo is speechless. 

They kiss for a while. Then Lang Ruoxian hugs her and lies down. They 
embrace each other tightly like conjoined twins. 

“What happened?” Tang Duo finally has the opportunity to ask, “Who 
kidnapped me?” 



Lang Ruoxian looks down at her and says, “Tang Ziyan didn’t only kidnap you, 
but she also made a cosmetic surgery to look like you and pretended to be 
you these days.” 

“What?” Tang Duo thinks she misheard him, “Is she not dead?” asks she. 

Then Lang Ruoxian tells her what happened these days carefully. Tang Duo 
fells more and more scared. Would she have been locked up in the villa 
forever without Wuyou? 

“I could recognize you without Wuyou,” Lang Ruoxian knows her thought and 
says, “I wouldn’t make mistakes.” 

But Tang Duo still looks fearful. She asks, “If you didn’t arrive there on time, 
would I have died of acute appendicitis?” 

“But I made it.” Lang Ruoxian kisses her again, “It won’t happen. I’ve told you 
that, if you left me, I would find you wherever you were, even though it was 
hell.” 

Tang Duo looks at him, and then hugs him tightly. She says, “Yes. We will 
always be together!” 

After a few seconds of silence, she asks again, “What about Tang Ziyan? Do 
you lock her up?” 

“No. She committed suicide by detonating herself.” 

Tang Duo doesn’t believe it. 

This is not a story of fantasy novel. How can she detonate herself? 

“The person who controlled her put a bomb inside her.” Lang Ruoxian is a 
little regretful. 

He didn’t expect that the murderer would do that. Otherwise he wouldn’t warn 
the murderer, which gave the murderer a chance to detonate the bomb in 
Tang Ziyan’s body. But luckily, only he was there at that time. 

“It would be terrible if she wanted to hurt children!” Tang Duo shivers. She 
doesn’t know whether she should thank the murderer not to detonate the 
bomb inside Tang Ziyan at home. 



Then she suddenly thinks of something, “Are you injured?” asks she. 

Lang Ruoxian has told her that he was there at that time. 

“No, I’m not.” Lang Ruoxian lies, looking serious. 

Tang Duo observes him carefully for a while. After making sure that he is fine, 
she lets out a sigh of relief and lies down, “We don’t catch the mastermind 
behind the plan. Do you think it may be my Eldest Uncle?” 

“No.” Lang Ruoxian rubs Tang Duo’s arm gently and explains, “He is not able 
to do it. Besides, his new wife is pregnant recently. He pays all his attention to 
his unborn son.” 

Tang Duo becomes confused. Who will aim at them in such advanced way 
except Tang Ming? 

“There’s something I haven’t told you.” Lang Ruoxian hesitates for a while and 
finally decides to tell her, “I doubt my father is still alive.” 

“…..” Tang Duo is shocked by these information. 

Tang Duo twitches the corner of her mouth and asks him, “Why do you doubt 
that?” 

“When Shu Sheng and Xiaokai first came to me, they said that an old friend 
asked them to take care of me.” Lang Ruoxian says slowly, “I was young and 
in poor health at that time. So I didn’t think much.” 

Later, Lang Ruoxian wanted to thank him. But Shu Sheng and Xiaokai 
couldn’t contact him. 

“They never saw him, either.” Lang Ruoxian puckers his lips, “I started to 
check him but found nothing. I only know he is from Hua Country.” 

Tang Duo seems to think of something and her eyes become bright. She 
asks, “You used to go to the Eastern Europe because you thought he might 
be there, right?” 

“Yes.” Lang Ruoxian pecks her, “This time people behind the plan are all 
foreigners. I think he may realize the mastermind.” 

“He is your father. I don’t believe he will ask other people to hurt you!” 



Lang Ruoxian turns to make a cotton swab wet and then puts it on her lips. He 
says, “He won’t hurt me. But people he knows may do that.” 

“It’s too complicated.” Tang Duo licks her lips. 

“Be patient. You can’t drink water until you break wind next morning.” Lang 
Ruoxian looks at his watch and then says, “Have a sleep again.” 

Tang Duo still wants to talk, but she is thirsty. So she nods and closes her 
eyes, “I won’t feel thirsty when I’m asleep,” she says. 

“Good girl!” Lang Ruoxian hugs her and closes his eyes after hearing her slow 
breathing. 

When Bai Susu comes over early in the morning, she sees them holding each 
other tightly, head to head. Lang Ruoxian feels her coming first and 
immediately opens his eyes. 

“It’s all right. Go back to sleep.” Bai Susu says. Then she frowns, “You will add 
pressure to your chest if you sleep like this. Lie on your back.” 

Looking at Tang Duo who is sleeping, Lang Ruoxian smiles, “It is okay. I’m not 
painful.” 

“Oh, well!” Bai Susu shakes her head and puts down the insulation barrel. 
Then she takes a look at Tang Duo and asks him, “Did Tang Duo break 
wind?” 

“Yes. She broke wind just before dawn.” Lang Ruoxian didn’t sleep deeply 
because he was afraid not to hear the sound of breaking wind. He asks, “Do 
Grandma and others know what happened?” 

“I told them that you and Hua ate outside yesterday and then were sent to 
hospital due to acute appendicitis,” Bai Susu doesn’t want Tang Yao and 
Chang Pei’e to know a fake Hua has appeared at home. She says, “Tang Yao 
is sending children to school and will come back soon.” 

“Don’t tell Gungun,” Lang Ruoxian says. 

Bai Susu nods, “Except me and Tang Cao, everyone believes you are 
hospitalized because of stomachache.” 

Lang Ruoxian suddenly bows his head and asks, “Are you awake?” 



“Mom…” Tang Duo rubs her eyes, “When did you come?” 

Bai Susu hands her a hot towel and answers, “I’ve just arrived. Are you 
hungry?” 

“No. I’m thirsty.” Tang Duo yawns. Seeing Lang Ruoxian leans against the 
headboard, Tang Duo touches him and asks, “Don’t you go to take a bath?” 

Before Lang Ruoxian saying, Bai Susu has glared at her, “He has fractured a 
rib. How can he bathe now?” Then she gives Lang Ruoxian the towel and 
says, “Just wipe your face.” 

“Is your rib broken?” Tang Duo is shocked, “Didn’t you tell me that you were 
not injured?” 

She touches him around to find his wound with her hands. Lang Ruoxian 
holds her small hands, “I only have one broken rib.” 

“Isn’t it a wound?” Tang Duo is so angry, “Yesterday you still…” But she stops 
saying when she realizes Bai Susu is here. 

Lang Ruoxian chuckles, “It doesn’t matter. I can kiss you even if my ribs are 
all broken.” 

“Shut up!” Tang Duo wants to hit him, but she is afraid to touch his ribs. In the 
end, she pokes his face hard and says, “Lie down quickly. Mom, please help 
me separate our sickbeds.” 

It was Lang Ruoxian who asked Shu Sheng to put the sickbeds together last 
night. Bai Susu separates them and smiles, “Well, you two would lie there 
without moving. I’ll ladle out porridge for you.” 

“Ouch!” Tang Duo cries painfully when she sits up and touches her wound. 

Lang Ruoxian wants to help her. But Tang Duo glares at him, “You are also 
injured. Don’t move!” 

“Hua is right. You’d better lie down!” Bai Susu says. She raises the head of 
their sickbeds and puts a pillow behind them. 

Lang Ruoxian keeps staring at Yan Hua. Seeing she wants to take a spoon, 
he can’t help moving again. 



“I’ll feed you.” Bai Susu takes Tang Duo’s bowl. 

Tang Duo smiles at Lang Ruoxian and asks, “Can you eat by yourself?” 

Lang Ruoxian picks up his spoon and eats. 

“It doesn’t finish this time.” Bai Susu sighs when seeing them smiling so 
happily, “We still don’t know who aims at us.” 

Tang Duo takes a look at Lang Ruoxian. He shakes his head. 

“Anyway, it’s impossible to make another person look like us by cosmetic 
surgery!” Tang Duo says. She knows Lang Ruoxian doesn’t want to tell 
others. So she decides to hide it temporarily. 

Bai Susu frowns, “We should be careful in the future. Although they fail this 
time, they must try again.” 

“Mom, don’t worry! I’ll not go out to play anymore.” Tang Duo doesn’t want Bai 
Susu to be so worried, “Let’s celebrate the New Year at home this time. And 
we’d better go out together in the future.” 

“It’s unnecessary.” Lang Ruoxian puts his spoon down and says, “They won’t 
take actions recently.” 

Bai Susu looks at him, “How do you know?” 

“It takes a year for them to make Tang Ziyan approach to us, which shows the 
mastermind is careful. He won’t take actions if he is not sure.” Lang Ruoxian 
narrows his eyes, “They would have succeeded if I slept with Tang Ziyan.” 

Bai Susu says with an involuntary gasp, “Fortunately, we found her in time.” 

“So if they act again, they will design a better plan than this one.” Lang 
Ruoxian raises the corner of his mouth and says, “It’ll take longer and I will 
find them before then.” 

Tang Yao arrives here before they finish breakfast. He complains them to be 
hospitalized by stomachache for a long time. Finally, he is dragged away by 
Bai Susu. 



“Don’t move. I’ll come back at noon.” Bai Susu says when she leaves. Then 
she comes across Shu Sheng at the door. So she tells him to watch them and 
not to let Lang Ruoxian get out of bed. 

After sending Bai Susu and Tang Yao away, Shu Sheng comes back to the 
ward and sees Lang Ruoxian trying to sit up. 

“Young Master, you can’t move.” He runs to push him back and says, “Mrs. 
Tang has told me not to let you out of the bed.” 

Tang Duo also glares at him. Lang Ruoxian has to lie down. He says, “I want 
to sleep with you.” 

“No way! You should lie there.” Tang Duo says. 

In a city of the Eastern Europe, a ball is holding in a palatial villa. An oriental 
man mingles for a while and then hurries back to his study. 

“Sir, Mr. Brown went to Mi Country last month. We’ve informed him to come 
back.” 

The oriental man hides his face in the darkness and says with low and deep 
voice, “Check what he did in Mi Country.” 
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Chapter 382 I’m in Love! 
Tang Duo is cured earlier than Lang Ruoxian. A week later, they leave 
hospital when Tang Duo is fine. But Lang Ruoxian has to recuperate at home 
because Tang Duo doesn’t allow him to go to the company. 

He stays at home for two months. When he is allowed to go to the company to 
work, the New Year’s Day has passed and the Spring Festival is coming. 

“Eh? My Eldest Uncle’s new wife is going to give birth.” Tang Duo reads a 
news’ title in micro blog that the president of Tang Consortium accompanies 
his pretty wife to wait for delivery in hospital. 

Bai Susu glances at it and says, “It will be lively!” 

“Hua Family is also lively recently.” Tang Duo thinks of Hua Zhong’s moments 
she has read before and says, “They holds parties frequently.” 



She also hears that, after Hua Yating’s close friend took her to have dinner 
with strange man, Hua Yating’s mother told her friend not to interfere because 
her daughter doesn’t need a boyfriend. 

Hua Family won’t allow Hua Yating to remarry. Hua Yan looks at his younger 
sister who is less than 30 years, a mixture of emotions spreading over his 
face. 

“Are you sure you want to go back?” 

Hua Yating sits on opposite sofa with pink tender wool skirt. She has a 
delicate makeup and diamonds on her nails are flashing. She is no longer her 
old self when Tang Rui just died. 

“My father-in-law is going to have a son. He will forget his grandson if I don’t 
take my son back.” 

“We don’t rest assured when you and your son live in Tang Family.” Hua Yan 
says, not like Tang Ming who is seduced by beauty, Hua Yan has checked 
Bao Yi and knows she is a clever and ambitious woman. 

“Now she has given birth to a son for Tang Ming. If you have a conflict with 
her, I am afraid Tang Ming will…” 

Hua Yating smiles casually, “Brother, I will have a conflict with her sooner or 
later because we all have a son. Since Dad has decided to let me stay at 
Tang Family, I have to get my son’s share.” 

“I know Dad’s thought. But if you don’t want to, I will persuade him.” Hua Yan 
treats well to his sister, even though she always makes trouble. 

Hua Yating shakes her head, “I know that I am always self-willed. I used to 
want to marry Tang Rui and didn’t care whether he loved me or not. But when 
I knew he was dead, I was not sad at all.” 

Instead, she was relieved at that time. Because she knows her husband will 
be interred in the cemetery instead of guessing which woman he sleeps with 
every night… 

“Dad is right. I insisted on marrying him at that time. So now I have to persist 
it.” Hua Yating laughs, “Brother, don’t think I’m poor. It’s not bad.” 



Hua Yan nods, “I’m glad you realize it. But you don’t need to live in 
widowhood. You can make a boyfriend secretly.” 

When Hua Zhong reaches the door, he hears Hua Yan’s words. He pushes 
the door and asks, “Well, do you want her to play silly buggers again?” 

“Second elder brother!” Hua Yating glares at him and says, “How can you say 
that? I’ve known I was wrong. Tang Rui is my first love. No one can forget its 
first love. You also…” 

She suddenly shuts up and looks at Hua Zhong with a guilty conscience. 

“Bah! Go on?” Hua Zhong gives her a flick on her forehead. 

Hua Yating rubs her head and murmurs, “No matter what I say, you still like 
Tang Duo.” 

“Don’t tell other people.” Hua Zhong warns her, “Tang Duo is just my friend 
now.” 

“Then why don’t you get a girlfriend?” Hua Yating pouts, “You used to say that 
I loved a person who didn’t love me. So do you.” 

Hua Zhong sneers, “Don’t compare you with me. The man you love is a good-
for-nothing. Except you, no one will love such a person like him.” 

“Brother, look at him!” Hua Yating is so angry. But she can’t outargue Hua 
Zhong. 

She knows that Hua Zhong won’t humor her like Hua Yan. If she provokes 
him, he will beat her… 

“Stop! Don’t quarrel!” Hua Yan coughs and looks at Hua Zhong, “But what 
Yating said is right. I have to remind you that Dad will ask you to marry a girl 
from a rich family if you don’t have a girlfriend.” 

Hua Zhong pours scorn on getting connections through marriage. No one can 
tie him up to marry if he refuses. But he doesn’t know that someone is really 
tied up to go on a blind date. 

“Let me go!” Chen Xiaopang shakes the chair fiercely and loudly. 



A group of guards standing in front of him bows to him and says, “Young 
Master, sorry. Old Master said you must have a blind date today. We will let 
you go when you finish.” 

“Oh my god! Where’s my phone? I’m going to call my dad. Does he want me 
to have a blind date or to sacrifice myself?” 

Guards ignores him and goes out one by one. Only Chen Xiaopang tied in the 
chair stays at the private room. He starts to curse his father’s ancestors. Then 
he suddenly realizes he and his father have the same ancestors. So he 
begins to curse his father. 

When he is tired, a guard at the door comes in to give him water and unties 
the rope on his hands. Only his feet are tied up. 

“Young Master, please behave well when the girl comes. As long as you have 
dinner with her, Old Master won’t blame you and us.” 

Chen Xiaopang is tired after cursing angrily. He drinks a big glass of water 
quickly and then wipe his mouth. 

“It’s just a blind date! Let me see who is coming!” 

Just then, a tall girl comes in. Chen Xiaopang first sees two white and straight 
legs, and then a slender waist. When he continues to look up, he is 
dumbstruck. 

She has big boobs of 36D! 

He suddenly raises his head and sees two charming big eyes. 

“What did you say?” Tang Cao asks. Chen Xiaopang calls him out at night 
and they have stayed outside for half an hour. But Chen Xiaopang just drinks 
silently. 

Tang Cao threats him to leave if he keeps silent. Chen Xiaopang finally looks 
at him and says coldly. 

“I’m in love.” 

“Don’t you fall in love every night?” 

“It’s different. I’m really in love now and want to marry her.” 



Tang Cao picks his ears. He can’t believe what Chen Xiaopang has said. 

Chen Xiaopang continues to look at him with cold eyes and says, “I fall in love 
with a girl.” 

“Is she from the Heaven Club or Gold Club?” Tang Cao asks with a piece of 
duck tongue in his mouth. 

Chen Xiaopang shakes his head, “I saw her in my blind date.” 

“God!” Tang Cao is shocked, “You… You went on a blind date?” 

“In the afternoon.” Chen Xiaopang drinks beer and says, “I love her at first 
sight.” 

Tang Cao asks, “Oh. What about her?” 

“She is…” Chen Xiaopang suddenly cries out. 

After making sure that the girl has a charming figure and beautiful face, Chen 
Xiaopang tells his guards actively not to bother him because he can have 
dinner with her until next morning. 

“Hello!” He pretends to greet like an elite from rich family. 

The girl looks at him from head to foot and then says, “Chen Jinjin, your 
nickname is Chen Xiaopang, a famous playboy in Yanjing. You don’t work and 
can’t sleep without woman. Your best friends are Tang Cao and Tong Yue.” 

“In other words, Tong Yue is the God of Wealth of you and Tang Cao. Without 
him, you can only get pocket money from your family.” 

Chen Xiaopang thinks: he hasn’t heard his name for a long time so that he 
thought she was calling others, but what did she mean? 

“My name is Zhao Ying, a 26-year-old lawyer. I just came back from abroad.” 
Zhao Ying introduces herself, squinting at Chen Xiaopang. 

Chen Xiaopang is subdued by her confident aura. He stammers, “Nice… to 
meet you.” 

“Let’s get to the point after introduction.” Zhao Ying says coldly, “Our mothers 
are classmates and friends. They ask us to have a blind date. You don’t like it, 



right? We can tell them that we don’t like each other. Then we can finish this 
meal.”Read more chapter on vi pnovel.com 

After saying that, Zhao Ying stands up and is ready to leave. Chen Xiaopang 
forgets he is tied on the chair. So when he goes to stop her anxiously, he is 
tripped by the chair and kneels down loudly. 

“Are you so polite?” Zhao Ying folds her arms and looks at him. 

Chen Xiaopang kneels down with his chair. He knows Zhao Ying has seen 
that. Obviously, she doesn’t like him at all and hates the blind date more than 
him. 

“Come in and untie me!” Chen Xiaopang is angry from embarrassment, 
feeling that he loses his dignity and face completely. 

Bodyguards rush in and untie him immediately. When he climbs up, Zhao 
Ying has left. 

“F**k!” Chen Xiaopang picks up his coat and chases her. A Hummer is 
backing up as he rushes to the hotel’s door. 

He runs over and sees her in the car. 

“Wait a minute!” He stands in front of the car. 

Zhao Ying sticks half of her head out of the car with sunglasses and asks, 
“Anything else?” 

“I just said to my mother. She asked me to add your WeChat and said that we 
might like each other after talking.” Chen Xiaopang shows his phone to her, 
“Can you scan my QR code?” 

“It’s impossible,” Zhao Ying refuses, “We won’t love each other even if we’re 
80 years old.” 

Chen Xiaopang cries oceans of tears in his heart. But he still insists, “I know. 
But I just follow my mother’s order to add your WeChat! Maybe your mother 
will also ask you to do so when you go home. Anyway, it’s not a big deal, 
right?” 



Zhao Ying finally scans Chen Xiaopang’s QR code with a cold face. Then he 
receives a new friend notification in WeChat. Before he clicks it, the Hummer 
has whizzed by him. 

“Brother!” Chen Xiaopang hugs Tang Cao and cries, “I used to tease girls. But 
now this girl charms me. When I first saw her, I told myself that this was my 
true love and I wanted to marry her.” 

Tang Cao turns blazing eyes on him, “If I were her, I wouldn’t marry you.” 

“Why?” Chen Xiaopang is shocked. 

“Don’t you know what you have done?” Tang Cao pushes him away, “She 
must think you are dirty because you have slept with many women.” 

Chen Xiaopang rages, “You don’t know a thing about her! She also plays 
around like me.” 

He has investigated her in the afternoon. Her family emigrated abroad when 
she was a freshman of junior middle school. She performed well at the 
beginning. Then she suddenly changed in the second year of senior high 
school and made many boyfriends. She even lived together with her boyfriend 
in college. 

“She’s had seven or eight boyfriends since college, and five of them once 
lived together with her!” Chen Xiaopang says angrily, as if his wife is errant, 
“Just before she returned home last month, she broke up with her boyfriend 
without hesitation because she would leave there.” 
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Chapter 383 Is Your Younger Sister Stimulated? 
Tang Cao feels Chen Xiaopang crazy. How can he complain that girl? 

“What are you going to do? Do you want to get her with your money?” 

Chen Xiaopang looks at him unbelievably, “She is my true love!” 

“… Ha. But she doesn’t promise to be your girlfriend.” Tang Cao squints at 
him, “You just carry a torch for her.” 



Chen Xiaopang thinks that Tang Cao has no experience in love because he 
never chases Fang Diandian. So he goes to the company early in the morning 
to find Tong Yue, which shocks the secretary. 

“Mr… Mr. Chen?” Secretary has worked for five or six years and is well-
experience. Although she knows her company has three bosses, other two of 
them are incompetent except Tong Yue. 

But it’s not a bad thing because they never play God in the company. And 
they will invite staff to have dinner or have afternoon tea generously when 
they come every time. 

However, it’s the first time for Chen Xiaopang to come so early. 

“Secretary Li!” Chen Xiaopang lowers his voice, “Is Mr. Tong in a good mood 
today?” 

Secretary Li says, “He feels good recently.” 

“He feels good? Why?” Chen Xiaopang is so shocked. Tong Yue has chased 
Su Tian for a year and fails. So his face is dark every day. How can he be in a 
good mood suddenly? 

Unless… 

“Miss Su is willing to be his girlfriend.” 

Sure enough! Chen Xiaopang immediately feels that he should chase Zhao 
Ying as soon as possible because his friends all have a girlfriend. He can’t be 
single anymore. Thinking of that, he rushes to the office. 

“Tong Yue! It’s time to show your real skills.” 

Tong Yue is talking with Su Tian in WeChat. He doesn’t raise his head and 
says, “You’ve come just at the right moment. You stay here today. I’ll pick up 
dear Tian for lunch.” 

Dear Tian… How nauseating it is! 

Chen Xiaopang is jealous, “When she becomes my girlfriend, I will call her 
dear Ying!” 



“You need to have a girlfriend first.” Tong Yue puts down his phone and says. 
Tang Cao has told him that Chen Xiaopang fell in love with a girl who didn’t 
like him. 

“Tong Yue, you have to help me!” Chen Xiaopang grabs Tong Yue’s hand and 
says, “How did you chase Su Tian? Please teach me!” 

“It’s very simple. I just show her my ability as a president.” 

Chen Xiaopang is suspicious. 

“Anyway, women like competent and responsible men.” Tong Yue says 
seriously, “Look, you are rich and have a high social status. Many girls like 
you. But why does the person you like ignore you?” 

Chen Xiaopang nods quickly, “Yes, yes! She doesn’t like me so much.” 

“Because she can’t see your ability! Your money and status are all given by 
your family. You have to let her know what you can give her.” Tong Yue 
stands up and pats him on the shoulder, “She is a lawyer. I can help you to let 
her be our company’s legal adviser.” 

Chen Xiaopang jumps up excitedly and says, “Tong Yue, you are more 
reliable than Tang Cao! I’m going to ask her out now.” 

Seeing him running out excitedly, Tong Yue calls Tang Cao. 

“Do you think he will succeed?” Tang Cao asks on the phone. 

Tong Yue’s eyes flash behind his glasses, “He has no chance,” Tong Yue 
says. 

Chen Xiaopang has too many flirtations. Lang Ruoxian never gives up finding 
the mastermind behind Tang Ziyan, although it’s hard. But it’s basically 
impossible to find him because they can only check where Tang Ziyan 
appeared abroad. 

But it is such a coincidence that he receives a message from people asked by 
him to investigate. 

“Another group of people is also finding him.” Shu Sheng is a little hesitated, 
“To be exact, they seem to investigate something.” 



Lang Ruoxian knocks his index finger on the desk. A few seconds later, he 
says, “Don’t alert them. Try to find out their information.” 

“Shall we also keep investigating the mastermind behind Tang Ziyan?” 

“Yes. If we and they are looking for the same person, they may know the 
mastermind.” Lang Ruoxian guesses. 

Almost at the same time, the owner of the villa on the other side of the earth 
also receives the information. 

“Boss, it seems that Young Master Lang is also looking for Young Master 
Brown.” 

The light in the study is on slowly. A man like Lang Ruoxian shows up, but he 
looks much older and his eyes are less indifferent. He is not as aggressive as 
Lang Ruoxian. 

“Why does he look for Brown?” 

His subordinate shakes his head, “We don’t know and dare not to contact 
them. You’ve asked us to hide your information from Young Master Lang…” 

“I see. Let our people come back.” Lang Qi thinks for a moment and then 
asks, “Is Brown out again?” 

“After Young Master Brown comes back, he almost goes out every night, just 
like before.” 

Lang Qi smiles after hearing that. A few seconds later, he says, “Tell him to 
have breakfast with me tomorrow.” 

“Yes, boss!” 

When Lang Ruoxian knows those people stop checking, he is sure that they 
either know the person behind Tang Ziyan or know him. Obviously, they don’t 
want him to find them. So they stop secretly when they find he is also 
checking it. 

“Besides, what we find becomes useless suddenly. So all the clues can’t be 
followed up now.” Shu Sheng is confused, “Do they aim at us?” 



Lang Ruoxian doesn’t know it. But he doesn’t think these people aim at him. 
They may just be afraid to expose their identity if they continue to check, 
which means they don’t want to contact him. 

“Forget it.” Lang Ruoxian raises his hand and says, “Let our people back. I 
don’t think we can find anything.” 

After hearing that, Tang Duo suddenly asks, “Are they your father’s people?” 

“…Why?” Lang Ruoxian raises his eyebrows. 

“I don’t know.” Tang Duo throws up her hands and says, “It’s just a guess. He 
knows you and asks Shu Sheng and Xiaokai to come to save you, and then 
he disappears. Obviously, he doesn’t want to see you. Ah! Maybe he can’t 
see you.” 

Lang Ruoxian hugs her, “Your analysis is good. I think so, too. But it’s just our 
guess. No one knows the truth.” 

Lang Ruoxian used to think these people were Fei Yi’s enemy when the 
foreign forces appeared suddenly. But Fei Yi has destroyed his enemy last 
year. This time, their target is clear, which is him. 

So Lang Ruoxian begins to doubt Lang Qi. He lives abroad and is the only 
person who has relationship with Lang Ruoxian at present. 

“Come on!” Tang Duo pats him, “Don’t think about it. Gungun’s winter 
vacation is coming this weekend. Tang Cao promises to take Gungun and 
Wuyou to camp, in order to see the once-in-a-lifetime meteor shower.” 

Lang Ruoxian lowers his head and asks, “Do you want to go there?” 

“No.” Tang Duo doesn’t think it’s romantic to stay in a camp on a hilltop in the 
cold winter. She doesn’t want to suffer it at all. 

“We can watch it at home.” Lang Ruoxian says. 

Only a fool like Tang Cao will believe that he can see clearly at the top of the 
mountain. The mountain is just about 100 kilometers away from home. People 
will see the same night sky wherever they are. 



Tang Cao and Fang Diandian don’t think so. They prepare actively for that 
day. Bai Susu gives Tang Cao a car’s key when she knows that they are 
going to take Gungun and Wuyou there. 

“Mom, when did you buy a caravan?” Tang Cao asks. He recognizes that the 
sign in the key belongs to a foreign company that is famous for caravans. 

Bai Susu says calmly, “I booked it in summer. Now our family are large. It’ll be 
convenient to play outside with a caravan.” 

Then Tang Cao happily goes to take the caravan with Fang Diandian. The 
caravan booked by Bai Susu is so large that eight people can sleep there. So 
he asks Tong Yue and Chen Xiaopang whether they want to go there. 

Tong Yue says yes after asking Su Tian. Hearing that, Chen Xiaopang also 
goes to ask Zhao Ying. 

“Chen Xiaopang, who are you? Why should I go to see the meteor shower 
with you?” Zhao Ying feels this fat man is really stupid. 

But Chen Xiaopang speaks plausibly and volubly, “I’m your boss. You are my 
company’s legal advisor now. This is our company’s benefit.” 

“…” Zhao Ying is filled with indignation about it. After returning home, she 
went to work in a well-known law firm. But her goal is to have her own law 
firm. When Chen Xiaopang goes to her law firm, her boss treats him warmly. 

However, this shameless bastard asks her boss to let her be his company’s 
legal advisor. Of course, her boss agrees without hesitation. 

“I’m not interested in the benefits of your company at all.” Zhao Ying hangs 
up. 

Chen Xiaopang is so sad and refuses to see the meteor shower. 

“Why don’t you go?” Tang Cao really wants him to go. So he persuades, “I 
heard that many girls would be there. What if you fall in love with another girl 
at first sight? Anyway, I think it’s impossible for Zhao Ying to love you. You’d 
better…” 

“Why is it impossible?” Chen Xiaopang jumps up, “It’s just the beginning. I 
haven’t started to chase her yet!” 



Tang Cao shows the white of his eyes and says, “OK, you can chase her 
slowly. But it isn’t contradictory to see the meteor shower.” 

“Do you want to take me to play and comfort me because you are afraid I’m 
sad?” Chen Xiaopang pats Tang Cao on the shoulder and says, “You’re really 
my good friend.” 

Tang Cao squints at him, “I just want you to care about children. After all, both 
I and Tong Yue have a girlfriend.” 

“Get out! I will not go there.” 

Although Chen Xiaopang says that, he is still pulled by Tang Cao to go there 
on that day and becomes a nanny all night. 

The Spring Festival is coming. Tang Duo takes time to have her hair done in 
the beauty salon. She comes across Hua Yating just after she goes in. 

“You are here?” Hua Yating seems to have just arrived and is taking off her 
coat. 

Tang Duo says, “Yes, I’m here…” 

“Do you want to perm?” Hua Yating asks again. 

Tang Duo says, “No. I just want to cut my hair.” 

“Well, your straight hair looks good.” Hua Yating points out a person and then 
says, “I’m used to that hairdresser. Do you know one?” 

“Yes…” Tang Duo is a little embarrassed. She says, “I’m used to him, too.” 

Hua Yating covers her mouth and smiles, “Then I’ll let you go first! I want to 
perm and dye my hair. You’d better hurry up.” 

“…” Tang Duo pretends to go to the bathroom. Then she takes out her phone 
and calls Hua Zhong. 

“Hello! Sister Duo?” 

“Hua Zhong.” Tang Duo asks seriously, “Is your sister stimulated?” 
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Chapter 384 Brother and Grandson 
Hua Zhong is stunned, “Have you met her?” 

Tang Duo tells him about meeting Hua Yating in the beauty salon, “She used 
to be pretty pissed at me before. What happened to her today?” 

“She’s been smarter lately.” Hua Zhong smiles, “Sister Duo, you don’t have to 
pay attention to her.” 

“Have you sent her back to my uncle’s house?” Tang Duo hears that Hua 
Yating lives in Tang Family’s house alone with her child. Bai Susu also says 
that Hua Family member are too cruel to her. 

Hua Zhong is somewhat helpless, “She wanted to go back herself. Our family 
will not sell the daughter no matter how much we want Tang Consortium’s 
shares.” 

“I think so…” Tang Duo also thinks Hua Family can’t act so. 

Having hung up the phone, Tang Duo returns to her seat and Hua Yating 
disappears. The hairdresser asks her to sit over. 

Tang Duo looks around, “Miss Hua comes first. Where is she?” 

“She went to the restroom and specifically told me to let you be served first!” 

Tang Duo thinks of the conspiracy theory and feels whether Hua Yating has a 
lousy idea. She waits for a few minutes to see that Hua Yating is still not 
coming out, and the hairdresser urges her again. Then she sits over. When 
she is still having her hair cut, Hua Yating comes back. 



“I went to the second floor for a manicure.” She reaches out her hands to 
show to Tang Duo. 

Red nail polish, with sparkling rhinestones. 

“… Very pretty.” Tang Duo is also telling the truth. 

Hua Yating smiles and sits back to read the magazine. When Tang Duo 
finishes haircut and is about to leave, Hua Yating follows her to the door. 

“Tang Duo.” She lets out a cry. 

Tang Duo turns to look at her. 

Hua Yating smiles again, “I didn’t get along well with you before because I 
was jealous of you. Wasn’t it normal? Which woman in Yanjing was not 
jealous of you? Later, I hated you because of my eldest brother and 
afterwards because Tang Rui hated you. I loved him so much that I naturally 
wanted to follow suit.” 

“… What do you want to say?” Tang Duo raises her eyebrows. 

“I want to say that it won’t happen again.” Hua Yating looks up, “After the 
death of Tang Rui, I’ve thought a lot, and suddenly feel it very boring. Why 
should I always pay attention to others? I want to live my own life.” 

Tang Duo ponders for a few seconds and says, “Anyway, you can’t be better 
than me no matter what you want to compare with me. There is no need…” 

“You are really…” Hua Yating twitches the corner of her mouth, “You have 
changed nothing for so many years!” 

“Usually only those people who have experienced life’s hardships will change 
their personalities greatly.” Tang Duo points out, “Like you.” 

Hua Yating shakes her head, “Forget it. I’ll take back what I just said. I’ve 
decided to continue to hate you, for you are such a nuisance!” 

“Oh!” Tang Duo puts on her coat, “Have you finished speaking yet? I have to 
go.” 



Hua Yating glares at her and turns to walk away on high heels. Tang Duo 
doesn’t take her words to heart. The relationship between them was originally 
normal. However, it is still good to have one less troublemaker in the future. 

On the way back, she suddenly remembers Bai Jingzhu. She doesn’t 
remember the fire, but she knows what stupid things Bai Jingzhu did from 
Lang Ruoxian and her family. Bai Jingzhu seems to be getting out of prison 
soon? 

“She can’t get out.” In the evening, she asks Lang Ruoxian, but he says, “She 
did not behave well in prison and was given an extra sentence.” 

“… What did she do?” 

In fact, Bai Jingzhu didn’t have guts and was an unruly and willful darling 
daughter before she was put into the jail. But where is the prison? It is a place 
where is darker than the underworld. 

Bai Jingzhu often loses her temper. Curses and beatings are common. 
Anyway, Bai Family sent someone to protect her. Everyone is like this. 
Because she didn’t have to be responsible and couldn’t be punished, she 
doubled her fault time and time again and finally made a big trouble. 

“It was unknown how a female prisoner who just entered the jail offended her. 
Bai Jingzhu had her beaten. The female prisoner was beaten to be 
unconscious and nobody cared, and then she was tortured to half death by a 
group of homosexuals at night. 

Tang Duo is shocked, “My God!” 

“Only afterwards did they know that the woman was the daughter of a high-
ranking official in the North, who ran away from home and hid her identity.” 
Lang Ruoxian sneers, “Bai Jingzhu was sentenced to an additional three 
years, and everyone else involved in the incident disappeared from the 
prison.” 

Tang Duo also has a cold face, “This is no longer a matter of her caprice. Life-
and-death matter is so precious that three years in prison is too cheap for 
her.” 



“It’s not that easy.” Lang Ruoxian pinches her face, “I hear that the high-
ranking official has said that as long as Bai Jingzhu comes out, she will have 
to be treated as the same as what she did to his daughter.” 

“What does Bai Family say?” Tang Duo is surprised. 

Lang Ruoxian hisses, “Since ancient times, people have not fought with 
officials. If Bai Family wants to protect Bai Jingzhu, I’m afraid they can only 
wait until the official steps down.” 

No wonder… 

Tang Duo recognizes that Bai Family has been very quiet in the second half of 
the year, and there is no big movement in the market. It turns out that they 
have offended the official and have to keep a low profile. 

One week before the Spring Festival, Tang Consortium’s official website posts 
a micro blog, congratulating their boss on having another son. Various 
onlookers who are unaware of the facts leave messages underneath, which 
attracts public attention. Some people ask who this child will look like. 

Actually, there are also many people who suggest Tang Ming have a paternity 
test so as not to find out later that he raises a son for another man. They 
blabber a lot. In a word, they suspect that the child is not Tang Ming’s. 

“Woo woo…” Bao Yi cries at the Confinement Center, holding her son to show 
Tang Ming, “Go and have a paternity test! Prove us to be innocent.” 

Tang Ming coaxes her, “Nonsense! Don’t pay any attention to those who talk 
nonsense on the internet. I know whether I am capable myself.” 

“Oh! What are you talking about?” Bao Yi charmingly smiles, “Nasty!” 

Tang Yu and his brother come in just to see this scene. Tang Ming lowers his 
wrinkled face to kiss Bao Yi. They feel so disgusted that they almost spit out 
breakfast. 

“Dad, Bao Yi!” But they show happy to say hello. 

Tang Ming also feels embarrassed, coughs several times and says uneasily, 
“Here you come. Come and see Ammon!” 



“Dad has even chosen a name for the baby?” Tang Jie feels bad about it in 
his heart. 

Tang Ming doesn’t notice it for he has put all his heart into his newly born son, 
“I’ve found a very capable person to choose this name for him. His formal 
personal name is Tang Ze and his nickname is Ammon.” 

“It is a good name.” Tang Yu stabs Tang Jie quietly. Tang Jie hurriedly says, 
“Yes, he must have good prospects in the future.” 

“Of course!” Tang Ming is proud, “Of course my son must have good 
prospects.” 

Having said that, he may feel it inappropriate and looks at the brothers to say, 
“You are very capable. I will be glad that Ammon can be like you two in the 
future.” 

“Dad, you may rest assured!” Tang Yu smiles, “We are so much older than 
Ammon that we will teach him well.” 

Bao Yi looks at them with a smile all the time. The family seem to be polite 
and amiable. As for what they are thinking, it is unknown… 

“Brother, have you seen it?” As they are out of the hospital, Tang Jie can’t 
help saying, “Dad avows this baby as his son too early. Didn’t he see what the 
netizens said? It is difficult to say it to be his son.” 

Tang Yu glances at him, “Haven’t you known him yet? You see, he must go 
for a paternity test. And other people don’t know, but we know best that the 
child must be dad’s son.” 

How stupid would Bao Yi be to cheat Tang Ming with other people’s son? She 
is now Tang Ming’s legal wife. She would only cheat Tang Ming when she 
was mad. Even if she wants to cheat, she will wait until Tang Ming is dead. 

“Besides, you should pay attention. Your hostility to the child is too obvious.” 
Tang Yu glances at his brother, “Dad is too happy to notice your attitude 
today. You won’t be so lucky next time.” 

Tang Jie says with a straight face, “I can’t smile at that little brat.” 



“Do you think you are stupid?” Tang Yu scoffs, “How old is he? When he 
grows up, we are not sure whether his father can live or not. What’s the rush?” 

Tang Jie is stunned and gets what he means. 

“Do you understand?” Tang Yu pats him, “It’s best for you to understand. 
That’s our younger brother. We should take more care of him in the future, 
OK?” 

Tang Duo and her family are also discussing Tang Ming’s son. 

“Hua Yating is ready to deal with this at the house of Tang family.” Tang Cao 
eats porridge with purring sound, and says, “Several people of our circle have 
good relationship with Hua Yating. They all say that she is like a different 
person.” 

Bai Susu also hears, but what she hears is no matter what Tang Ming bought 
for Bao Yi. Hua Yating wanted exactly the same. Tang Ming was keen on 
face-saving and he would definitely gave Hua Yating what she wanted since 
his daughter-in-law opened mouth. 

“Mrs. Liu, who studied flower arrangement with me together, said that Tang 
Ming had spent nearly 10 million yuan in jewelry stores in recent months and 
bought double copies of everything.” 

Tang Duo happily says, “Then my uncle must buy double children’s articles, 
too! One for his son and the other for his grandson.” 

“Think about it. His grandson is two years older than his son. Gee…” Tang 
Yao smacks his lips, “It’s a pity that our grandpa and other elders died early, 
and otherwise they will jump out to kill Tang Ming the bastard!” 

“How many days has Ruoxian been away?” Bai Susu asks, “Will he be able to 
come back before the Spring Festival?” 

Lang Ruoxian went abroad on business last week. Bai Susu has always been 
worried that he will not be able to come back for the New Year. 

“Yes, he says that he will be back the day after tomorrow.” Tang Duo glances 
and hears Bai Susu and Chang Pei’e whisper. 



“I don’t know what kind of business he has had in the Eastern Europe. He’s 
always been there.” 

Chang Pei’e says, “Since the company is handed over to Ruoxian, you should 
worry less. He knows well in his heart.” 

“I didn’t mean that.” Bai Susu says, “I just wonder what kind of business there 
is. Do you know about it, Hua?” 

Tang Duo shakes her head immediately and Tang Cao sneers, “Mom, you are 
so funny! Ask my sister about the business of the company. She doesn’t know 
anything except toward which side the company’s door opens.” 

“Speak as if you know!” Tang Duo rolls her eyes toward him. 

Tang Yao adds, “I also know toward which side the company door opens!” 

Bai Susu puts her hand on her forehead and once again feels that her 
daughter is lucky, and their family is also lucky. Because they have Lang 
Ruoxian as their good son-in-law, who is so capable and kind to her daughter. 

Their good son-in-law Lang Ruoxian is taking part in an auction in R Country. 
He buys a set of blue and white porcelain plates at a high price. When he first 
arrived a few days ago, he gambled with a wealthy businessman whom he 
knew on the plane and lost 20 million yuan. Today’s auction he again gambles 
at high stakes, which soon attracts the attention of R Country’s business 
circle. 

“Young Master, many people have been checking on you these days.” Shu 
Sheng reports to him. 

Lang Ruoxian takes off his tie, “Who haven’t checked my identity?” 

“At present, three families have not investigated. They also participated in the 
auction before, and two people also bid for the set of blue and white porcelain 
plates.” When Shu Sheng rummages for the names, Lang Ruoxian raises his 
hand to ask, “Which family did not bid?” 

“Anselm Family.” 
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Chapter 385 The Man Who Came Back from the Dead 
Only those who have inherited for almost a century can be called a family 
here. Otherwise you can only be called the rich, or the men of means. Anselm 
Family is one of the five largest families in the local area. It is said that the 
current head of the family marry into and live with the bride’s family, and Miss 
Anselm died a few years ago because of sickness. 

Many people were envious of her husband at the time, for a huge century-old 
family is now in the hands of an outsider. 

“Young Master, he’s a Hua Country person.” Shu Sheng looks serious, “And 
that person never takes a picture. Even if some reporters did take some 
pictures, those pictures have been bought back.” 

Lang Ruoxian’s eyebrow frowns fiercely, “Go and check whether Anselm 
Family will have public events recently.” 

“Yes, they will. But it is next week…” Shu Sheng hesitates, “Then we won’t be 
able to get back to celebrate the Spring Festival.” 

He thinks that Lang Ruoxian will stay, but Lang Ruoxian only considers a few 
seconds and says that the return time will not change. 

“Young Master…” Shu Sheng feels that it will not matter much if they don’t 
return to celebrate the Spring Festival. It is time to go on the final step. Who 
knows if there will be another chance next time. 

Lang Ruoxian says, “If he’s the one I’m looking for, he should know that I’m 
here. If nothing happens, which means that he doesn’t want to see me.” 

The father refuses to see his son. The reason is that he doesn’t want to 
recognize him, or he cannot recognize him. Either way, he will not recognize 
his son anyway. In this case, don’t force it. 

However… 

“Give me the information about Anselm Family, the more detailed the better.” 

Rather than say that Shu Sheng acts quickly, why not say that Anselm Family 
is well known in the local area. Some things are very easy to find, but other 
things are not, which cannot be found… 



Lang Ruoxian spends some time on the plane reading through the thick pile of 
information, two of which he is very interested in. 

“According to the information, Miss Anselm ran to Hua Country to escape 
marriage, but later brought a Hua Country person back to say that he was her 
husband. The time she came to Hua Country was two years before my birth.” 

Tang Duo listens to him quietly, “What about the time she took her husband 
back?” 

“The year my father died in a traffic accident.” 

Tang Duo gasps, “Then… It’s likely that she took away your father.” 

“There is another point of time that is more interesting.” Lang Ruoxian smiles, 
“The heir of this generation of Anselm Family visited Hua Country two years 
ago and stayed for half a month.” 

“… In Yanjing?” Tang Duo opens her mouth. 

Lang Ruoxian gently touches her lips, “Two places, Yanjing and G Province.” 

“Your old home and current address…” 

He hasn’t finished speaking yet. 

“Then he went to F Country and stayed there until last month.” Lang 
Ruoxian’s voice becomes a little cold, and Tang Duo stares at him with wide 
eyes. 

“He left the day after Tang Ziyan died.” 

Tang Duo is stunned, and she figures out the timeline, “You mean, the one 
who saved Tang Ziyan and let her come to our house is the heir of Anselm 
Family?” 

“His name is Brown.” 

“But why did he do so?” Tang Duo is a little angry, “We are very far away from 
him. Even if your dad manages their family now, it’s impossible for him to 
secretly give their property to you under their nose!” 



Lang Ruoxian pats her, “Because he was not a child of Anselm Family but 
was adopted.” 

“…” The plot is so exciting that Tang Duo doesn’t know where to roast. 

“Miss Anselm declared that she was injured in a car accident and could not 
have children soon after she returned home, so she adopted a child who is 
called Brown now.” Lang Ruoxian thinks of what the information said. 

He is afraid that it was Lang Qi who was injured in the car accident. As for 
why Miss Anselm said so, how Lang Qi was rescued by her, and why he didn’t 
return to his country but became a live-in son-in-law of Anselm Family, Lang 
Ruoxian can’t guess out. 

“But he shouldn’t have done it for money.” Lang Ruoxian has no reason but 
just a feeling. 

Tang Duo’s thoughts are divergent. When she sleeps at night, she mentions 
several reasons. The reason which makes her feel most reliable is that Lang 
Qi might have lost his memory, and then he married into and lived with his 
savior’s family. 

“Don’t guess blindly. Anyway, if he is really Lang Qi, he will come to me 
sooner or later.” Lang Ruoxian presses her to sleep, and Tang Duo begins to 
worry again. 

“That Brown was afraid you would snatch his property from him, so he came 
to harm you. Now he fails, and he will definitely come again!” 

Lang Ruoxian hugs her, “When I returned, I heard that he had been grounded, 
and he would not come out within a short time.” 

“Did your dad know what bad things Brown had done?” 

“Pretty close.” 

Lang Qi has a headache. Brown became uneasy after knowing that he had a 
son in Hua Country and started helping his son secretly more than a decade 
ago. 



He explained many times that he wouldn’t want anything from Anselm Family 
and showed him his mother’s will. But Brown didn’t believe it and went to kill 
Lang Ruoxian. 

“… I’m really not used to this name.” Lang Qi rubs his eyebrows, “It is Lang 
Zeyu the name chosen by me that sounds better.” 

“Boss.” Someone knocks on the door, “It’s all set.” 

Lang Qi stands up and moves his waist, “Help me pack my luggage. K, will 
you follow me or stay?” 

“Boss?” He doesn’t expect Lang Qi to say that. The young man with glasses is 
anxious, “Are you going to leave me?” 

“Of course not.” Lang Qi pats his shoulder, “I’m afraid that you will not be used 
to Hua Country.” 

The young man named K hurriedly says, “I’ll go wherever boss goes! And the 
bodyguards below, they are all willing to follow you to Hua Country.” 

“They think we’re going on a trip?” Lang Qi smiles, “Maybe we shall never 
come back again?” 

K smiles, “Boss, you clearly know that Young Master Brown can barely 
support the family.” 

“Man has to fall down hard before he knows how to walk by himself.” Lang Qi 
sighs, “Okay, just go to pack!” 

The Spring Festival hasn’t been over yet. On the fourth day of the New Year, 
Lang Ruoxian receives a phone call from Lang Qin. 

“Ruoxian, I want to tell you something.” 

Lang Ruoxian thinks of something and says calmly, “Fourth Uncle, please 
say.” 

“That… You have to calmly listen to me!” Lang Qin himself is very excited, 
“You… Your dad is not dead! He is not dead!” 

Tang Family members hear the news from Lang Ruoxian at the table, and 
they are shocked for a moment. 



“The person who died more than 30 years ago came back from the dead?” 
Tang Yao opens his mouth, “Why such a magical thing happen in our family?” 

Bai Susu rolls her eyes toward him and asks the key, “Where is he now?” 

“He is with my Fourth Uncle in Mi Country. They should be back in a few 
days.” Lang Ruoxian smiles, “Dad, mom, and grandma, you don’t need to take 
it seriously. I just mention it. Later when he arrives, I’ll let him live in hotel.” 

Bai Susu is speechless. 

“What did you say? You and your dad haven’t seen each other for so many 
years. You must hug each other with tears in your eyes!” Tang Yao feels that 
Lang Ruoxian’s father is still alive, which means he will have another ally! 
Lang Ruoxian’s father must be treated well. 

Bai Susu and Chang Pei’e aren’t so stupid. They hear the story and know that 
there must be some reason. But since it is Lang Ruoxian’s family affair, they 
don’t know the situation and can’t say anything. 

“Anyway, if your dad comes, he has to stay at home and must be treated 
well.” Chang Pei’e says, “Also let our children meet their grandpa!” 

Gungun, who has been listening aside, asks curiously, “Didn’t grandpa go to 
heaven?” 

“He thinks heaven is boring and comes back!” Tang Cao talks nonsense. 

“Then I will have a grandpa?” Gungun is very happy. In his cognition, the 
elders always give pocket money, buy gifts and so on, “When does grandpa 
come?” 

Tang Duo touches his head, “Soon, he’s coming.” 

They’ve been waiting, and they don’t meet Lang Qi but Lang Yukun. 

“Gungun, Wuyou! I’m here to play with you.” You Hao shouts as soon as she 
comes in. 

Lang Yukun pulls her, laughs and greets, “Uncle, aunt, and grandma! Sorry to 
bother you again.” 



“You are welcome!” Chang Pei’e pulls You Hao in happily, “Isn’t it cold? Are 
you used to winter in the North?” 

You Hao calls “Grandma” obediently. Gungun, who hears the sound and 
comes, sees her and hurriedly asks Wuyou to take down the New Year gifts 
they have prepared. By the way, he pays a New Year call to Lang Yukun and 
asks for a big red envelope! 

“My dad said that Second Uncle hadn’t traveled for a long time and would play 
all the way back home.” Lang Yukun is helpless, “My dad accompanied him, 
and so they could take care of each other.” 

Tang Yao pats his thigh, “Let them bring me to play next time!” 

“… OK, Uncle.” 

Tang Duo asks curiously, “Does Fourth Uncle know Lang… Why did my 
father-in-law come back from the dead?” 

“He must have known it for sure.” Lang Yukun says, “My dad had a 
complicated tone when he called to speak to me… But I don’t know! He said 
when Second Uncle mentioned it later, I could listen to it myself.” 

The Tang Family members sigh. This is really a much-anticipated story. 

In private, Lang Yukun asks Lang Ruoxian, “Why didn’t you tell me that 
someone else pretended to be Tang Duo?” 

“Does Fourth Uncle know you secretly investigated my dad?” Lang Ruoxian 
asks him back. 

Lang Yukun glares at him, “Can’t I investigate it? The person who has been 
dead for 30 years is back. You think it’s like movie shooting.” 

“What did you find?” 

The two gather the information they’ve found, basically the same. 

“So what happened that year and why Second Uncle ran abroad? We still 
don’t know.” Lang Yukun spreads out his hands and glances at Lang Ruoxian, 
“Have you… Blamed him?” 

Lang Ruoxian shakes his head, “I don’t feel much.” 



“He must have had his own hardship.” Lang Yukun pats him on the shoulder, 
not convincing that Lang Ruoxian doesn’t want to blame. 

Lang Ruoxian smiles. He really doesn’t want to blame his father. Although he 
suffered a lot when he was a child, Lang Qi sent Shu Sheng and Xiaokai to 
him to save him. Now he knows why many things went so smoothly at that 
time. No matter what bitterness Lang Qi has, he won’t blame Lang Qi. 

Of course, he can’t be expected much father-son affection. A father he has 
never met is no different from a stranger for him. 

“That Brown…” Lang Yukun asks what he thinks of, “The matter last time was 
incited by him, right?” 

Lang Ruoxian glances at him, “He’s him, while my dad is my dad. I won’t 
settle his account on my dad.” 

Lang Yukun: The implication is that this account must be settled! 
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Chapter 386 Can’t Name It 
Bai Susu secretly asks Tang Duo what happened to Lang Ruoxian’s father. 
Tang Duo tells her mother the story of the past with special care. Bai Susu 
hears with a sigh. 

Then she asks seriously, “Did Lang Ruoxian say how to deal with Brown?” 

“He said he would settle accounts when he had the chance to meet Brown.” 
Tang Duo says with a cold face, “Brown will not be spared, even if my father-
in-law intervenes!” 

Bai Susu thinks for a moment, “It’s good that you know very well in your 
hearts. It is so difficult for Ruoxian and his father to reunite. Don’t let their 
feelings be hurt because of someone else.” 

Children don’t know how adults think. Before the end of the Spring Festival, 
Tang Cao and Lang Yukun take You Hao and the two children out to play 
every day. The twins who are nearly two years old already know the word 
“outside” and are anxious every time when they see them leaving. 



Especially Sweet Orange waves her small arms and shouts loudly. Tang Cao 
takes the opportunity to ask her to call him uncle. After a few days, she really 
learns it. Every day she keeps shouting uncle. As long as Tang Cao responds, 
her next word will be “play”… 

“An’an, call me uncle!” Tang Cao tries to make his nephew also call him uncle 
with sweet voice. 

But although An’an wants to go out, he will not move as soon as he is asked 
to call Tang Cao uncle. He will look at Tang Cao with a straight face, with a 
look that he will not call Tang Cao even if he doesn’t have a chance to go out. 

Whenever it happens so, everyone can see Sweet Orange looking at her twin 
brother with a kind of confusing expression. 

“Is she despising An’an?” Lang Yukun sees it and feels that the expression in 
her eyes is naked contempt. 

Tang Duo smiles, “Yes! She probably is so pride that she can call uncle but 
An’an can’t.” 

“Giggle!” Sweet Orange continues to smile sweetly. 

Gungun likes his sister to smile like that. He feels that she is so cute. He holds 
her up and kisses her, “I’ll take Sweet Orange out to play!” 

“It’s too cold outside. Let’s go to the parent-child club.” Wuyou looks at Tang 
Duo, “Is it OK, Mom?” 

Tang Duo checks time, “OK, we can go to play for two hours and come back 
just for dinner!” 

Gungun and Wuyou will go there, and You Hao naturally also wants to go 
there. A huge group of people go to the parent-child club. It is also the first 
time for Tang Duo to go here. When the twins are one month old, Fang 
Diandian sends a year card. When it is warm in the spring, the two little ones 
can come to the parent-child classes. 

“Tang Duo?” Hua Yating comes out of the bathroom with her son in her arms 
and is surprised to see Tang Duo. Then she understands the situation and 
smiles clearly, “Bring your twins to play?” 



Tang Duo answers, “…Yes, is this your son?” 

Hua Yating is holding a small baby in her arms. The baby is very beautiful, but 
doesn’t look like Tang Family members. He looks somewhat like Hua Zhong… 

“Is he like my second brother?” Hua Yating takes the baby’s hand to wave, 
“My mother says that nephews are like uncles.” 

“Very cute.” Tang Duo also smiles, and the little baby shows her a toothless 
smile. 

Hua Yating holds her son in a different direction. The little fellow turns to Tang 
Duo and continues to smile. 

“Look! He likes to see beautiful women at such a young age.” Hua Yating 
snorts, “My dad hugs him and he detests my dad very much.” 

….. Your father is not so bad-looking. 

Tang Duo twitches the corner of her mouth, “I’ll go first. You take your time.” 

“Bye-bye!” Hua Yating leaves with her son in her arms. Tang Duo doesn’t 
wash her hands until she sees Hua Yating enter the elevator. 

She and Hua Yating cannot become friends. No matter what she changes 
now, she cannot change the fact that her surname is Hua. Tang Duo seldom 
contacts Hua Zhong now, let alone Hua Yating. 

“What did she tell you?” Tang Cao strolls over, “Everyone says that Hua 
Yating recently has become smart. By the way! She also went to prison to visit 
Bai Jingzhu during the Spring Festival. After that, Bai Jingzhu cried miserably 
and ate two less meals.” 

“… What did she say?” Tang Duo is very curious. She remembers that Hua 
Yating and Bai Jingzhu used to organize small groups to speak ill of her. 

Tang Cao also doesn’t know. He has no time to worry about other women. 
Tang Duo thinks that it is nothing more than to make Bai Jingzhu angry to see 
what good life she is leading now. Although they used to be friends who swore 
together, they also secretly attacked each other like dog-fight. 

“Don’t be soft-hearted and play with her!” Tang Cao lowers his voice, “Eldest 
Uncle’s family is busy now! Hua Yating and the young stepmother… I 



estimate that she becomes smart because she suddenly learns house fighting 
skills.” 

The sister and the brother are whispering gossips. Tang Duo suddenly turns 
her head to see Lang Ruoxian coming in. She rushes over and smiles at him 
through half-closed eyes, “Why are you here?” 

“When I go back, Mom says that you’re here, so I come to pick you up.” Lang 
Ruoxian gives her a hug, “We’ll go out to have dinner later. I have told Mom.” 

“Baba ah!” Sweet Orange has sharp eyes and sees Lang Ruoxian. She lies 
on the toy pool and waves her fat arms. 

Lang Ruoxian goes to hold her up. He looks aside at An’an who is playing the 
toy car with You Hao and finds An’an has no intention of being held at all, so 
he goes back to the parents’ rest area, holding Sweet Orange in his arms. 

“Isn’t there a dinner party?” Lang Yukun asks, squinting. 

Lang Ruoxian sits down with Sweet Orange in his arms, “I can leave after we 
have reached an agreement. Why must I stay for dinner with those people?” 

“Aren’t you afraid of people going back on their word?” Lang Yukun thinks that 
this guy’s company might be going to close down. 

Lang Ruoxian sneers, “The government’s welfare agencies want to build a 
nursing home in our newly developed real estate, but they don’t want to pay 
for it.” 

“Do you agree?” This is not like the style of Lang Ruoxian. 

“Of course I agree.” Lang Ruoxian smiles, “The greening of the new real 
estate has not been fulfilled. I want to build a street park nearby. It happens 
that there is an old factory, which belongs to a state-owned enterprise. I have 
talked to them, but their attitude is very tough, and they don’t want to sell it for 
any price.” 

Lang Yukun smiles, “Did they promise to give you the piece of land?” 

“Of course, or who else would give them benefits for free?” 

Sweet Orange doesn’t know what her father is talking about, but she thinks 
that it is a good thing and also shouts for several times. 



“Sweet Orange, you can’t sit on your father’s body. You have to go down to 
crawl.” Tang Duo comes up with a frown, “We’re here for exercises. Let’s go!” 

“No, no, no, yes, yes, yes…” Sweet Orange shouts. 

Tang Cao laughs back and forth, “Little baby! If you don’t want it, just say no, 
not yes.” 

“No, no, no, yes, yes!” Sweet Orange can speak more than An’an, but it 
seems that she is not sure about the grammar and context, which often 
happens. 

Lang Ruoxian has already put her into the game pool, “Go and crawl.” 

The baby who crumpled her lips just now immediately kicks her small legs out 
and starts to crawl. She also holds the railing to stand up during the process. 

“She seems to listen to you only.” Tang Duo says bitterly, “She is worthy of 
the little lover of your previous life.” 

Lang Ruoxian smiles, bows his head and kisses her, “Nonsense. You are the 
only little lover in my previous life, this life and next life.” 

“I say…” Lang Yukun twitches the corner of his mouth and asks, “It’s almost 
six o’clock. Should we leave?” 

Tang Duo looks at her watch and says, “Yes, where should we go to have 
dinner?” 

“I’ve booked a restaurant for Chinese food.” Lang Ruoxian holds An’an out 
and Tang Duo takes him to wash his hands first. 

Gungun and Wuyou pull You Hao to go together. Sweet Orange crawls back 
and climbs onto Lang Ruoxian’s body. Lang Ruoxian also holds her over. 
After cleaning up the children and everyone sets off for the restaurant. 

“Don’t you call Diandian?” Tang Duo asks on the way, “Hasn’t she come back 
yet?” 

Fang Diandian’s family went back to their hometown before the Spring 
Festival. Tang Cao originally had wanted to follow them. But Diandian’s father 
didn’t agree. He said that your family has only one son. Of course, you must 



accompany your parents for the Spring Festival, and should have gotten 
together with them later. 

“No!” Tang Cao has a look of regret. Diandian’s family went back in order to 
bring the ashes of grandparents from their ancestral graves to Yanjing, so 
they had bought a good cemetery in advance. 

“Her father has a younger male cousin or some kind of relative, who insisted 
to let Diandian’s family also bring his parents’ ashes over.” He says since 
Yanjing’s environment is good, the cemetery must be good, too. Fang 
Diandian’s father is not a blind filial piety. Besides, it is a distant relative. Who 
knows who he is? 

Then the cousin didn’t agree and his family set up two sheds in the ancestral 
grave, saying that the grave could not be moved until his request would be 
satisfied. 

“If I had known it, I would have followed.” Tang Cao says, “Her father is trying 
to do something!” 

Tang Duo says with a sigh, “Why don’t you go and call Xiaopang to 
accompany you? It is impossible to reason with them. You can frighten them.” 

“I think so, too!” Tang Cao slaps on the thigh, “I’ll book the plane tickets right 
away.” 

He doesn’t ask Chen Xiaopang if he has time and books two tickets directly. 
And then he insincerely phones Chen Xiaopang to invite him for dinner. Chen 
Xiaopang has recently been disappointed in a love affair and said that he lost 
weight due to poor appetite. 

When he finally comes, everyone says that he is not thin and looks to put on 
weight. 

“… I just look fat, but I’ve actually lost weight.” Chen Xiaopang doesn’t give up 
and has to say that he is actually thin. 

“OK, OK, you are the thinnest!” Tang Cao tosses off the plane ticket and says, 
“I’ll take you to play tomorrow!” 

Chen Xiaopang glances at it, “Why are you going to the Northeast under so 
cold weather?” It is the Northeast countryside. 



“Go to pick up Diandian. Something has happened to her family and they 
need our help.” Tang Cao sees his reluctant facial expression and becomes 
angry, “What is your expression? I think you are in a bad mood and want to 
take you to relax.” 

“Do you go to a place with a temperature of minus 20 degrees to relax?” Chen 
Xiaopang is unmoved, “No, I won’t go!” 

Tang Cao looks at him with a sneer, “Originally, I wanted to give you a chance 
to travel with Zhao Ying. Since you don’t want to go, forget it.” 

“What does it matter to her?” Chen Xiaopang’s liver quivers when he hears 
Zhao Ying’s name. He feels that he has used up all his brains for decades on 
her and has not succeeded yet! 

Tang Cao glances at him as if he glances at an idiot, “You idiot! You go to her 
to say that we have a lawsuit to ask her for help and invite her to join us, OK?” 

“What if she doesn’t want to go?” Chen Xiaopang is scared by the failures. 

“You will say that all the other lawyers will not work on the Spring Festival. 
And we only know her and ask her for help.” Tang Cao bares his teeth, “Why 
are you so stupid? Take out all the tricks you can to deal with women.” 

Can’t you pretend to be miserable and make a scene? 

“I see!” Chen Xiaopang turns his eyes. He stands up and is about to leave. 

Tang Duo stops him, “What’s the rush? You can go after dinner.” 

“I won’t eat, sister. I can’t eat because I’m not sure.” When leaving the private 
room, he adds, “I told you I lost weight. I skip one meal again.” 

If you find any errors ( broken links, non-standard content, etc.. ), Please let 
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Chapter 387 Hear the Past Story from Dad 
No one knows how Chen Xiaopang persuades her. Anyway, Zhao Ying finally 
agrees to go with them. However, Tang Cao secretly says that she is paid 
several times more than lawyer’s fee. The next day, three people fly to the 
Northeast. At night, Tang Cao calls back that he is going to freeze to death as 
soon as he gets out of the plane. They buy coats, cotton shoes and pants in 



mall first. Then they take another three hours’ drive to Fang Diandian’s 
hometown. 

“It’s minus 26 degrees Celsius!” Chang Pei’e says, “They are almost to the 
most northerly city of our country. I’ve asked him to wear more clothes. But he 
didn’t listen to me.” 

Bai Susu yawns, “He’s grown up. Don’t care about him. He will wear more if 
he’s cold. Well, Hua! Hasn’t Ruoxian’s father returned home yet?” 

“He’ll come soon. Yesterday he was in Thailand and wanted to see lady-boy.” 
Tang Duo shrugs her shoulders, “Lang Yukun means that his Second Uncle 
hasn’t travelled in the past few years, so he shows his true nature when he 
comes out this time.” 

But Lang Ruoxian thinks that his father feels anxious when approaching his 
native place after many years of absence. 

“He doesn’t die. But he left me alone for so many years. If I hadn’t been saved 
in time, I would have been dead.” 

Lang Qi must feel anxious about such a relationship between him and his son. 

Tang Duo also thinks so. Especially after Brown planned to hurt her, the 
relationship between them becomes much worse… Two days later, Lang 
Ruoxian asks Lang Yukun to tell Lang Qi that he doesn’t need to return home 
if he is afraid. 

On that day, Lang Yukun tells everyone with complicated expression that his 
father and Lang Qi have already got on to the plane and will arrive at night. 

“At night?” Bai Susu stands up and says nervously, “Why don’t you tell me 
early? Do we have enough food ingredients? It must not be enough. Let 
housemaid buy some!” 

Lang Ruoxian puts Sweet Orange in Bai Susu’s arms and says, “Mom, don’t 
treat it so serious. We just need to cook them a bowl of noodles.” 

“Yes!” Lang Yukun also says, “My father said last time that the noodles with 
soybean paste made by your housemaid were delicious.” 



Tang Yao smiles, “As the old saying goes, eat dumplings before leaving and 
have noodles after coming back. We can give them noodles to welcome them 
home!” 

Bai Susu ignores them who are unreliable. Although the principle food is 
indeed the noodles with soybean paste, she also prepares many kinds of 
dishes to fill the table. 

“Do you think Lang Ruoxian will fight with his father?” Bai Susu is a little 
worried after Lang Yukun and Lang Ruoxian go to pick them up in the airport. 
She asks, “Shall we leave to let them have a one-to-one talk?” 

Tang Duo is changing clothes for the twins. Babies must dress beautiful 
because it’s the first time for them to see Grandpa! She feels funny when 
hearing her mother’s words, “No, Mom. They are all adults. How can they 
solve problems by fighting?” 

“You’re right.” Bai Susu sighs, “I’m afraid that Lang Ruoxian and his father 
may feel embarrassed.” 

“They will talk in private. We don’t need to care about them.” Tang Duo takes 
a look at her and says, “By the way, I don’t think his father will live in our 
house.” 

Lang Ruoxian has said that Lang Qi must be keen on face-saving because he 
played for time to come. Lang Qi won’t come to Tang Family until he removes 
the misunderstanding between him and Lang Ruoxian. 

Sure enough, only Lang Yukun comes back at night. 

“My father and Second Uncle live in the hotel.” He says, “Ruoxian will come 
back later because he wants to talk with Second Uncle.” 

Lang Ruoxian has called Tang Duo an hour ago. He told her not to wait for 
them to have dinner and he would go back after talking with Lang Qi. 

“Then!” Bai Susu asks the housemaid to pack dishes and says, “Yukun, go to 
the hotel again and send these dishes to them.” 

Lang Yukun wants to say it is unnecessary. Then he realizes that Bai Susu is 
expressing her attitude by it! She wants to let Lang Qi know that she 



welcomes him back as a relative, and to let him have a good impression on 
Tang Duo. 

She tells Lang Yukun, “Don’t worry about You Hao. She is playing table 
games with Gungun and Wuyou upstairs!” 

So Lang Yukun goes to the hotel with many insulation barrels again. 

French windows of the presidential suite are beautiful and large, which allow a 
clear view of several streets. The flickering lights in the night reflect on Lang 
Ruoxian’s face, making his expression dimly. 

“You should blame me. I didn’t do my duty as a father.” Lang Qi sits on the 
sofa beside him. They look very similar to each other. People will instantly 
know they are father and son by their faces. 

“I never blame you.” Lang Ruoxian turns around and says, “I just wonder what 
happened then.” 

Lang Qi closes his eyes for a short time, “I was seriously injured in that car 
accident. Laura… Oh, she is the lady of Anselm Family. I’ve known her a long 
time ago. But I didn’t know her identity.” 

It was such a coincidence that Laura came to Hua Country to find Lang Qi and 
they made an appointment to go there on time. Laura was at the door of the 
company at that time, and followed him secretly to try to surprise him. 

“But my car suddenly hit the viaduct. Laura was the first one to arrive there. 
Her bodyguard rescued me when I was comatose.” 

Before sinking into a deep coma, Lang Qi told Laura that his brake is 
destroyed. So Laura knew someone wanted to hurt Lang Qi and took him 
away secretly. 

“She wanted to contact your mother. But Anselm Family’s enemies found 
Laura suddenly.” Lang Qi took a deep breath and says, “Laura could have 
leaved me there and escaped alone. But she didn’t.” 

To save Lang Qi, Laura insisted on taking him to escape together. But there 
were so many enemies and they were caught finally. Lang Qi’s injury was 
aggravate because of that. 



“Fortunately, one of Laura’s uncles brought his people to save us and took us 
abroad directly.” Lang Qi looks at Lang Ruoxian and says, “Laura told me that 
my life was in danger at that time. The doctor abroad said that I might never 
wake up.” 

Lang Qi had been in a coma for five years before he woke up, and it took 
another three years to rehabilitation. 

“During this period, I sent people to Hua Country to investigate and found that 
you were locked up by Hongye. I tried to save you first, and then I found that 
your Eldest Uncle destroyed the brake of my car at that time.” 

For Lang Qi, it was the darkest period. His younger sister made use of his 
son. And his elder brother hurt not only himself but also his wife and son. 

“I sent people to return home secretly and also helped Laura at the same 
time.” Lang Qi clears his throat. Lang Ruoxian puckers his lips and pours 
Lang Qi a glass of water. 

Lang Qi smiles. He takes it and has a few sips of water. He continues, 
“Laura’s uncle who saved us was actually for the property of Anselm Family. 
Laura told other people that I was her husband and had a car accident in 
order to save her.” 

“Before I woke up, her uncle was in charge of the family business. Laura was 
a smart girl. She knew there would be others without her uncle.” 

After Lang Qi woke up, Laura said it was time for him to repay her. 

“I promised to help her guard her family and adopt Brown.” Lang Qi shakes 
his head, “I didn’t know that she would not live long at that time. Her mother’s 
family had genetic disease. She also got it.” 

Then Lang Qi helped her take over her family. Before Laura died, she asked 
Lang Qi to promise that he wouldn’t return home and leave Anselm Family 
before Brown could control the whole family. 

“She knew that my greatest wish was to return home. So she asked me to 
vow with your life.” Lang Qi pours himself a glass of water, “I keep this 
promise and try my best to train Brown.” 



Lang Qi didn’t expect that Brown would come to hurt Lang Ruoxian after 
knowing his identity. 

“My bottom line is you.” Lang Qi raises the corner of his mouth and his eyes 
look as cold as Lang Ruoxian’s. He says, “Since Brown doesn’t listen to me, I 
won’t guard the Anselm Family for him.” 

After a few seconds of silence in the room, Lang Ruoxian sits down opposite 
Lang Qi and says, “It’s a very tortuous story.” 

“I think so, too.” Lang Qi raises his chin and asks, “But it isn’t as tortuous as 
my daughter-in-law’s story, is it?” 

Lang Ruoxian ignores his joke and says, “But you know that Brown can’t 
control the Anselm Family without you.” 

“You did investigate Brown.” Lang Qi says with his gratified eyes, “I guessed 
that you had recognized my identity. So I came back quickly. As for Brown 
and Anselm Family… I don’t want to care about them recently. Anyway, I’m a 
million miles away from them now.” 

“I won’t forgive Brown because he kidnapped Hua.” But Lang Ruoxian sneers, 
“You’d better pray he doesn’t appear to me.” 

Lang Qi raises his arm and explains, “I won’t harbor him. Laura almost 
brought him up. So he can’t accept that he isn’t Laura’s son until now.” 

“So… Don’t kill him! He is Laura’s favorite child.” 

“I’m gone.” Lang Ruoxian snorts, “Tomorrow, Forth Uncle will take you there. 
Remember to prepare the gift.” 

“Don’t worry!” Lang Qi wants to pat him on the shoulder. But he draws back 
his hand after seeing Lang Ruoxian’s eyes. He says, “I’m ready. I won’t lose 
your face when I visit in-laws for the first time.” 

Tang Duo is waiting for Lang Ruoxian to come back. She lies in bed and chats 
with Fei Ying and Chen Hong. Chen Hong’s due date is coming. So Tang Duo 
and Fei Ying actively teach her what to pay attention to when the infant is just 
born. 



“Hua?” Lang Ruoxian pushes the door in and sees that she doesn’t sleep. So 
he asks, “Why don’t you sleep?” 

Tang Duo puts down her mobile phone and jumps out of bed. She says, “I’m 
waiting for you! Let me see. Did you fight with him?” 

“What do you think?” Lang Ruoxian pinches her nose and asks, “Did you drink 
milk?” 

“Yes!” Tang Duo pushes him into the bathroom and says, “Take a bath 
quickly. And then tell me what you talked with him.” 

A few minutes later, Tang Duo hears a very complete story, in which she can’t 
comment on the joys and sorrows because she never experiences it. Finally, 
she says angrily. 

“So it’s all your Eldest Uncle’s fault!” 

It is he who begins to hurt Lang Ruoxian’s family. All the tragedies are caused 
by him! 

“It’s a pity that he’s dead, or we can let Dad get revenge.” 

Lang Ruoxian puts the quilt on her and says, “He has already revenged. If he 
hadn’t help me to make my plans perfect, my grandfather would have 
discovered it.” 

“I still think your Eldest Uncle should be alive.” Tang Duo still resents before 
she falls asleep. 

Only when Lang Li lives can he face the fear, and know that he is punished 
because he did many bad things. Unfortunately… Until Lang Li died, he didn’t 
know that his younger brother who he wanted to kill was still alive. 

If you find any errors ( broken links, non-standard content, etc.. ), Please let 
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Chapter 388 Dad’s Father Is Called Grandpa! 
The next morning, Lang Qin takes Lang Qi to Tang Family. 

“Dad, please taste the fruit tea made by my mother. It’s a delicious secret 
recipe!” Tang Duo welcomes him warmly and isn’t shy with strangers at all. 



Lang Qi never stops smiling since he comes in. He says, “Have a rest. Don’t 
treat me so politely!” 

Then he takes out a paper bag, “I didn’t attend your wedding. This is a gift for 
my daughter-in-law.” 

“Thank you, Dad!” Tang Duo takes it in her arms without hesitation. 

Lang Qi is happier. Seeing Gungun and Wuyou looking at him all the time, he 
says with a kind smile, “Gungun, Wuyou, I’m your grandpa.” 

He is not the cousin grandpa like Lang Qin! 

“Grandpa!” Gungun hugs him innocently, “Dad said you were lost when you 
lived alone abroad. Don’t go out alone anymore! But don’t worry. If you are 
lost again, Wuyou and I will take you back!” 

Lang Qi’s eyes turn reddish immediately. He holds back the tear and hugs 
Gungun. He says, “Thank you, Gungun. Don’t worry! I won’t be lost again. I 
will accompany with you to grow up.” 

“Ah, ah!” Sweet Orange doesn’t allow other people to ignore her. When she 
suddenly finds everyone looks at a stranger instead of her, she hurries to 
climb to Lang Ruoxian. 

Tang Duo takes her to stay with An’an, “An’an, Sweet Orange, this is 
Grandpa. Call Grandpa!” 

“Ah, ah!” Sweet Orange tilts her little head and stares at Lang Qi. 

Looking at the big eyes of little baby, Lang Qi almost wants to give her 
everything he has. 

“Good girl! Can I hug you?” He reaches out. But Sweet Orange throws herself 
into Tang Duo’s arms instantly. 

However, An’an blinks and then stretches out his little chubby arms. 

“Oh!” Lang Qi hugs An’an in his arms. The white and chubby baby is so soft. 

Tang Duo tells her son, “An’an, this is Grandpa. Call him.” 

“…” An’an looks serious and kisses Lang Qi. 



Lang Qi laughs so happily. 

“He can’t speak so early as Sweet Orange.” Tang Duo touches her son’s head 
and says, “But An’an has already walked stably. Sweet Orange just can stand 
against the wall.” 

Lang Qi wipes his tears secretly. He knows he has missed a lot. Fortunately, it 
is not too late. 

“By the way, will you live in Yanjing?” Tang Yao asks, “It will be good if we can 
live together.” 

Bai Susu glances at her husband, feeling him funny. She is clear that Tang 
Yao is afraid that Lang Ruoxian and Tang Duo will move to live with Lang Qi 
when he lives here, 

“That’s not proper.” Lang Qi says. As Lang Ruoxian’s father, he is as clever as 
his son to find out Tang Yao’s worry. So he smiles, “But my villa is not far from 
you, which is opposite to the lake.” 

Chang Pei’e says in amazement, “That villa was sold last year, but no one 
lives in. I didn’t expect that you bought it!” 

“Yes. I can’t come back for some reasons, but I have been paying attention to 
Ruoxian. When the villa was sold, I immediately bought it.” Lang Qi smiles, 
“But I have to redecorate it. Which style does Hua like?” 

Lang Ruoxian puckers his lips and wants to say something. But he is stopped 
by Tang Duo. 

“Dad, shall we talk to the designer later?” Tang Duo seems to be interested in 
it. She says, “We should also design children’s room.” 

Lang Qi wants to cry again. He just sounds out Tang Duo’s intention whether 
she wants to move out. If she refuses, Lang Ruoxian will definitely live in Tang 
Family and Lang Qi will live alone in the villa pitifully. 

He is so touched after hearing Tang Duo’s words. He thanks to Bai Susu, 
“You have a good daughter! Thank you. Thank you so much!” 



“You’re welcome!” Chang Pei’e chuckles, “You and Ruoxian haven’t seen 
each other for years. Of course you should live together. Hua is your 
daughter-in-law. She will naturally be together with you.” 

Bai Susu nods, “We should thank you to buy a house here and be our 
neighbor. It’s not far away. Not only Hua, but children can also see us at any 
time.” 

Only Tang Yao looks sad. Although it’s close, he seems to lose something 
when he knows his daughter will move out. Bai Susu pinches him secretly. 
Tang Yao has to hide his sadness and says. 

“Well… Come back to see us every day!” 

“Rest assured!” Lang Qi hurriedly promises, “I’ll follow them to have dinner 
with you. Please don’t let me go.” 

Bai Susu claps her hands, “That’s it! Come here to have lunch every day. 
When Ruoxian comes back at night, you can have dinner in your own villa.” 

“I’ll take you fishing!” Tang Yao says. He feels that he should get on well with 
Lang Qi so that he can be close to his grandchildren in the future. 

Gungun and Wuyou mutter with each other. Gungun is also afraid to move 
away. After hearing they just move to the opposite side, he is so happy and 
even wants to see what the villa looks like. 

“I have the villa’s key!” Lang Qi takes out a bunch of keys, “Do you want me to 
take you to the villa?” 

Tang Duo takes the keys and gives them to Gungun. She says, “They can go 
there by themselves. Go!” 

“Lulu! Go! Let’s look at the new house!” Gungun picks up his coat and then 
runs out. Lulu lying next to him quickly bites its leash and follows after him. 

“Ah, ah! Bro, bro, bro…” Sweet Orange hurriedly stretches out her neck and 
pushes Lang Ruoxian hard with her little body. 

Tang Duo asks Lang Ruoxian to put her on the ground and then says, “Go 
where you want to go!” 



“Yah?” Sweet Orange blinks with her big eyes. She waits for a few seconds 
but no one holds her. Then she pouts her little lips and stands up by herself 
with difficulty. 

Tang Yao whispers, “Come on. Baby, come on!” 

“I…” Lang Qi wants to say that he can take her there. But he swallows his 
words after Lang Ruoxian takes a look at him. 

Well, he owes Lang Ruoxian because he left his son alone for so many years. 

Plump… Sweet Orange loses balance and falls down without nothing to 
support her. 

“Bro…” Sweet Orange shouts and catches An’an who is standing next to her. 

An’an takes a step back. Sweet Orange falls again, sitting up and crying even 
harder, as if she is abandoned by the whole world. 

“She’s okay. The carpet is so soft.” Tang Duo says. Seeing Tang Yao and 
Lang Li want to help the baby, Tang Duo stops them and says, “She should 
have stood up long ago. But she always refuses to learn.” 

Sweet Orange looks at An’an fiercely, as if she is blaming him why he avoided 
her. 

An’an ignores her. He goes to a French window step by step with his chubby 
legs, and looks at the villa opposite. 

“She always despises An’an because he can’t speak.” Bai Susu laughs, “So 
An’an is revenge now!” 

Sweet Orange finally becomes angry and keeps crying all the time. No one 
can stop her crying. Lang Ruoxian hugs and comforts her. But it doesn’t work. 
She still cries when Gungun and Wuyou comes back with Lulu. 

“She really has a bad temper. Who is she like?” Tang Duo says. She wipes 
tears for Sweet Orange at first. Later, she ignores her impatiently. 

Tang Yao says, taking care not to needle her, “She is like you. You also 
looked like that when you were a kid…” 

Tang Duo is speechless. 



“Don’t cry. I’ll hug you!” Gungun washes his hands and hurries to coax his 
younger sister. He calls, “Lulu, come here!” 

Lulu barks and lets Sweet Orange to sit on it. Then Lulu walks around the 
sitting room cautiously. 

“What’s wrong?” Lang Yukun goes downstairs and asks, “Why is Sweet 
Orange crying all the time?” 

You Hao suddenly has a fever this morning. She is sleeping after taking pills. 
And Lang Yukun stays with her upstairs. When he hears Sweet Orange 
crying, he thinks something bad happened! 

“It’s okay! It’s okay!” Gungun waves his hand and says, “I’ve handled my 
younger sister.” 

Sweet Orange sits on Lulu, with tears in her eyes. But she has showed her 
teeth in a grin. 

“An’an.” Lang Ruoxian hugs his son and says, “If you can’t be liberal to your 
younger sister, you will be her younger brother.” 

An’an opens his eyes wide and can’t understand his father’s words. 

“An’an is right.” Tang Duo takes her son and says, “You can’t treat him so 
severely just because he is a boy. You guys always spoil Sweet Orange. This 
time I support An’an.” 

In fact, Sweet Orange laughs at An’an for not speaking almost every day. She 
even deliberately says brother and uncle in front of An’an when Tang Cao and 
Gungun isn’t there. She just wants to show off! 

“Mommy…” This is the only word that An’an can say. He hugs and rubs Tang 
Duo’s neck, and then stays in her arms quietly. 

Tang Duo finds her son is so cute. Her heart is softened, especially when 
An’an looks at her with the same eyes as Lang Ruoxian. 

“…” Lang Ruoxian rubs between his eyebrows and goes to hold Sweet 
Orange who has giggled. Bai Susu hurriedly takes Sweet Orange from him 
and says, “Give her to me. I’ll take her to wash her face.” 



Lang Qi’s eyes roll around for a while. Obviously, his son is a hen-pecked 
husband. So he only needs to get on well with his daughter-in-law, Lang Qi 
thinks happily. 

On the other side of the globe, Brown comes out of the bathroom, and the 
woman in sexy pajamas lies on the bed and straightens her waist. 

He puts down the bath towel, showing up his handsome face with dark blue 
eyes. His facial features are as sharp-featured as those of all Westerners. He 
is like a star. 

“Young Master Brown!” The woman is about to hug him. At the same time, 
there is a knock at the door. 

Brown opens the door and one of his men stands at the door. 

“Get out.” Brown turns his head to tell the woman. 

The woman wants to act in pettish. Then she sees Brown’s impatient face. 

“Hurry up, or you will be thrown out.” 

The woman immediately sits up and holds her clothes to run out. 

“What did he do? Did he really go to see his son?” 

“… Yes. He has arrived in Hua Country and met his own son.” 

Brown lights a cigar, “Ha! He has forgotten what he promised my mother.” 

“Young Master, it’s also a good thing.” His subordinate says, “If he lives there 
all the time, you will take over the family affairs.” 

“Although he’s not here now, I can’t control the family yet.” Brown says 
angrily, “No one will listen to me if he keeps silent.” 

His phone rings as soon as he finishes saying. Brown picks up and then his 
face changes immediately. He asks, “What did you say? The lawyer is here?” 

A few minutes later, Brown is well dressed and goes downstairs to the sitting 
room. Two elite lawyers stand up. 

“Mr. Brown, nice to meet you. We are asked by Mr. Lang Qi to come here.” 



Brown makes a gesture to let them sit down and says, “You just said on the 
phone that my father asked me to take over the family?” 

“Yes.” The lawyer takes out a pile of documents and says, “Mr. Lang Qi has 
officially asked you to take over the Anselm Family. You only need to sign 
these documents. Then you will be the new chief of the Anselm Family.” 

If you find any errors ( broken links, non-standard content, etc.. ), Please let 
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Chapter 389 An’an’s Little Scheme 
Lang Ruoxian listens to Shu Sheng’s report quietly. 

“Young Master…” Shu Sheng looks at him hesitantly. 

Lang Ruoxian knocks on the table and asks, “You don’t believe my dad really 
gives him the Anselm Family, do you?” 

“I’ve checked the situation of Anselm Family which was 20 years ago. If Old 
Master didn’t help them, they would have been swallowed up either by its 
collateral branch, or by other people. In fact, Old Master saved the Anselm 
Family. So it’s reasonable that he doesn’t give the Anselm Family to Brown.” 

Lang Ruoxian nods, “If I were him, I would give Brown after he agrees with my 
conditions.” 

After all, he is not Lang Qi. Although he knows a little what Lang Qi thinks, 
but… 

“My dad is clear that Brown isn’t able to take over his family now.” Lang 
Ruoxian sneers, “But Brown forces my dad to abdicate and even tries to hurt 
me.” 

Let’s see how long Brown can last, Lang Ruoxian thinks. 

On the other side, K reports the situation of Anselm Family to Lang Qi. Lang 
Qi smiles, “As I said, people won’t know their ability before going through 
something.” 

“Shall we keep watching him?” 



“No.” Lang Qi glances at K and says, “Let our people come back and stop 
caring about Brown. K, you haven’t been on vacation for so long. I’ll give you 
a three-month holiday to have fun and make a girlfriend!” 

K is stunned. And then he stutters, “Boss… I, I don’t need it.” 

“You can go to see Shu Sheng and Xiaokai.” Lang Qi pats him, “You haven’t 
seen each other for decades!” 

He and Laura adopted four children in the orphanage. Laura likes Brown, 
probably because they are both Europeans. While K is a miscegenation. Shu 
Sheng and Xiaokai are from Hua Country. 

So the fate of four children changed dramatically from the day on. People who 
knows it always say that Brown is the luckiest for he will be the Anselm 
Family’s heir. 

But Lang Qi knows what is right and good for them. So two of them are sent to 
Lang Ruoxian, and K is allowed to stay with him. 

“Actually, I forget many things.” K lowers his head and whispers. He isn’t 
envious of Brown. When they just left the orphanage, Brown always ran to find 
him from a very large and luxurious room. Later, Brown got used to his identity 
which was a Young Master. But K was just a footman. So he didn’t go to find 
him anymore. 

Gradually, they grow up. Brown begins to look at K arrogantly, and K also 
calls him Young Master. 

“You are free.” Lang Qi looks at the child he raises and says, “From the day 
when I adopted you, I’ve told you that you never belonged to anyone. You’ve 
helped me for so many years. Now I leave the Anselm Family. You can also 
go anywhere as you wish.” 

“Don’t you want me?” K asks in panic. 

Lang Qi smiles, “Alas! Well, go to see Shu Sheng and Xiaokai first. Don’t think 
about other things. You will always be my child.” 

K has a dinner with Shu Sheng and Xiaokai. Then he comes back and says 
he wants to work at Tang Consortium. Lang Qi is not surprised at all. He 



smiles and lets him go. He doesn’t tell Lang Ruoxian to take care of K 
because K is talented. It’ll be lucky for Lang Ruoxian if K is willing to help him. 

When Gungun’s school opens, Lang Qin’s family return to G City with Tang 
Duo. She wants to see Chen Hong who just gave birth to a girl. Before 
leaving, she talks with the designer about the decoration of the villa. When 
she comes back a few days later, the villa has started to decorate. 

“This younger sister is so cute!” When Tang Duo shows Gungun pictures of 
Chen Hong’s baby in her phone, Gungun says, “But my younger sister is cuter 
than her!” 

Next to them, Sweet Orange calls Gungun many times. She hugs Gungun 
and kisses him. Gungun kisses her back. They hug and kiss each other for a 
long time. Then Gungun asks An’an. 

“An’an, give us a kiss!” 

An’an leaves quickly. He can walk stably now. He looks at Gungun when he 
walks, as if he is afraid that Gungun chases him. 

“An’an is obsessively tidy,” Wuyou says. 

Gungun yells, “Does he like cleanliness when he is so young?” 

“Yes. He doesn’t allow others to touch his toys. Grandma once touched his 
toys. Then he threw them into the washing machine.” 

Tang Duo is surprised, “Really? I didn’t find it.” 

“Lulu once stepped on his socks. He secretly put them into Uncle’s closet.” 

Tang Duo is speechless. 

She finally knows who An’an is like. He must be like Lang Ruoxian because 
they are all cunning! 

At night, Tang Duo tells Lang Ruoxian about it. Lang Ruoxian looks down at 
her and says, “Don’t you always think he is bullied by Sweet Orange?” 

“…” Tang Duo is speechless. She didn’t know that An’an was so cunning. 



Lang Ruoxian says coldly, “Do you know that An’an throws vegetables to Lulu 
every time he has meal?” 

“……” Tang Duo does not know. 

“Every time he drinks juice, he tricks Sweet Orange to look elsewhere. Then 
he changes their cups because Sweet Orange drinks slowly.” 

“Every time you help him to put on pants, he deliberately kicks them out and 
asks you to coax him to wear again.” 

Tang Duo is shocked. 

“Is my son a devil at such a young age?” 

“What do you mean?” Lang Ruoxian raises his eyebrows. 

Tang Duo shows the white of her eyes and says, “I mean your son is like you!” 

“Sweet Orange looks bad-tempered and finicky. Actually, she is like Tang Cao 
who is easy to be cheated.” Lang Ruoxian comments on his brother-in-law 
frankly. 

“An’an is really suitable to manage a company!” Tang Duo thinks about it and 
says, “Then Wuyou won’t have to work so hard.” 

Lang Ruoxian pats her, “But he must be willing to do it. We can’t force him to 
do what he dislikes.” 

So from this day on, An’an, who is still a baby, suddenly finds that it is harder 
to cheat his mother. Fortunately, he can still cheat his two grandfathers, 
grandmother and great grandmother in this family. 

Of course, Sweet Orange is cheated by him every day. Gungun is also 
cheated occasionally. However, the baby has a keen sense, too. An’an feels 
that his dad is most awful in this family, and the second most terrible person is 
Wuyou. 

So he doesn’t dare to cheat Gungun frequently because Wuyou will look at 
him with cold eyes, like the wolf in the cartoon… 

“I’m back!” That evening, Tang Cao knocks on the door. He looks quite worn 
out by his journey. 



Tang Duo finds him wearing a bulky down jacket and a leather hat on his 
head. 

“Did you go to the Antarctica?” 

Tang Cao walks in and starts to take off his clothes. He says, “Don’t mention 
it. That place is so cold that it almost freezes my ears. I wanted to throw these 
clothes in the plane because I won’t wear them anymore. But Diandian thinks 
it wasteful and lets me wear them back.” 

“Diandian is right.” Bai Susu looks at him carefully, making sure he is healthy 
and doesn’t hurt. She asks, “You’ve left for so long. Is the problem resolved?” 

“It’s settled early.” After washing hands and changing clothes, Tang Cao lies 
comfortably on the sofa and signs, “Ah! It’s so comfortable at home.” 

This time he truly realizes Zhao Ying’s ability. She is really eloquent. If the 
cousin of Fang Diandian still refuses, his ancestor will climb out of the 
ancestral grave and talk to him. 

“It’s been resolved in three days.” Tang Cao enjoys the kiss of his dear niece 
who hasn’t seen him for a few days, He says, “Chen Xiaopang, which fool… 
That guy exploits public offices for private gain. He said that it’s hard to get 
Zhao Ying out and he didn’t know when he would have the opportunity again. 
So he took us to ski in a mountain villa and played for a few days.” 

He holds Sweet Orange in his arms, “I think he can’t make Zhao Ying fall in 
love with him.” 

“Look, this is the end of a playboy.” Tang Duo tells An’an and doesn’t care 
whether his son understands or not, “The man who cheats girls won’t have a 
wife in the end.” 

An’an babbles solemnly, “Yah!” 

“Can’t he speak yet?” Tang Cao laughs and doesn’t notice An’an glances at 
him. He asks Tang Duo, “When will you move out? I haven’t seen Brother-in-
law’s father yet!” 

Bai Susu cuts fruit and puts them on a plate. Then she brings it here and 
says, “The decoration needs some time. By the way, twins are so young. I 



can’t rest assured even though they use safest materials. The villa needs to 
be dried for two months.” 

“Where’s my dad?” Tang Cao asks with a strawberry in his mouth. 

Tang Duo gives a segment of orange to Sweet Orange. Sweet Orange happily 
sucks it in her mouth. 

“Dad is fishing with my father-in-law.” Tang Duo squints at An’an. He is 
crawling to the right secretly to keep Sweet Orange at a distance. 

Tang Duo is speechless. 

Sweet Orange’s face and hands are full of juice. She looks so untidy but 
excitedly waves her fat arms because she eats sweet oranges. She also pats 
Tang Cao’s face with her slimy hands. 

“I’m going to take a bath!” Tang Cao doesn’t hate it. Anyway, he is going to 
take a bath. 

Tang Duo takes a look at An’an secretly again. An’an frowns and climbs 
further to right. 

“An’an.” She calls him suddenly. 

The baby’s little body suddenly freezes. He stands still and pretends not to 
understand her. 

“If you continues to climb, you will fall from the sofa.” 

An’an finally turns around and gives Tang Duo a sweet smile in his face. Then 
he jumps on the ground with his fat legs. 

“Ah, ah!” Look, I just want to stand on the ground. 

Tang Duo realizes what he means and then sneers in her heart. She won’t 
believe in him again! 

“Bro! Bro!” Sweet Orange comes close to him innocently and wants to pull him 
up. 

As a result, An’an takes another step back. Then Sweet Orange slams onto 
the carpet. 



“Oops, my dear baby!” Bai Susu quickly picks her up. The soft carpet doesn’t 
hurt her. But fragile Sweet Orange is still startled and starts to cry loudly. 

Tang Duo sees that An’an pretends not to hear it and lowers his head to play 
a cloth tiger. 

“…” She decides to talk with her son. 

Tang Duo holds An’an to his room. Then they sit face to face on the carpet. 

“Mommy?” The baby tilts his head cutely. 

Tang Duo tells herself that she can’t be deceived. Her son just looks cute. But 
the inside of him is cunning! Cunning! 

“Don’t you like Sweet Orange?” Tang Duo asks. 

An’an looks at her with big eyes and says, “Mommy?” 

“I know that you can understand me.” He should understand her meaning 
even if he can’t completely realize. Tang Duo says, “You can’t bully your elder 
sister just because you’re smart.” 

An’an even looks blank in his eyes this time. 

Tang Duo doesn’t know how to say. 

Well, she guesses that An’an may not understand her really. 
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Chapter 390 As Long As He Dares to Come! 
Tang Duo tentatively mentions An’an’s situation to Bai Susu. Bai Susu doesn’t 
approve it and says that it is nonsense. An’an is so young. How can he have 
so many ideas? 

Tang Duo is speechless. 

In March, Gungun is one year older, and Wuyou is going to be over twelve. 
Tang Duo intends to make it a bigger occasion. They have always told others 
that Wuyou is their biological daughter. However, someone with high 
aspirations and determination can check it out if they want to. In order to 



prevent Wuyou from being gesticulated when she grows up, Tang Duo must 
let everyone know that whether Wuyou is their biological daughter actually or 
not, she is regarded as their biological daughter in Tang Family! 

“When she runs the company in the future, no one will dare to gossip anything 
about her.” Lang Ruoxian doesn’t want Tang Duo to worry about these things 
and tells her, “Besides, she will protect herself.” 

“Those people won’t say it in person, but they will still gossip privately.” Tang 
Duo knows too much about the so-called debutantes, so she won’t give them 
the chance to look down upon Wuyou. 

Lang Ruoxian sees her so interested and lets her just do it. Tang Duo and Bai 
Susu personally operate a particularly grand birthday party for Wuyou. Many 
people meet the eldest daughter of Tang Family on that day. Those who don’t 
understand the situation think that the child’s gene is not good. 

Because she does not inherit the beauty of her parents, but is only a comely 
little girl at best. And she doesn’t like to talk or laugh. 

“When Wuyou is eighteen years old, I will let her go to take part in the Le Bal 
des débutantes de Paris.” Tang Duo says happily after the birthday party. 

Le Bal des débutantes de Paris is the most prestigious adult ball in the world. 
Not that you have money or power and you will be invited. The organizer will 
consider the charm of the debutante herself and her influence. 

“I took part in it at that year!” Tang Duo shows the children photos. 

Bai Susu laughs, “She was just observing the lions in Africa at that time. 
When the organizer went to send the invitation letter, Tang Duo was almost 
thought to be pseudo.” 

“There are photos here.” Tang Duo turns a few pages. In the photo, she was 
wearing blue overalls. Her face was black, and two lions stood behind her. 

Gungun screams, “Mom is so handsome!” 

“Very handsome.” Wuyou’s eyes move. 

“Let’s go to Africa to play, too?” Gungun asks her, and Wuyou nods, “We shall 
go there on summer vacation.” 



At Bai Susu’s request, the renovated villa of Lang Qi has been aired for 
another two months, and the whole family move in after May 1st. On the day 
of the moving, Lulu bites its own rice bowl early in the morning without leaving 
Gungun one step, for fear of being left behind. 

“Lulu, stay!” Chang Pei’e touches the dog’s head to tease it, “You won’t be 
walked in the morning if you move there.” 

Lulu purrs for several times, and Gungun says immediately, “Grandma, I’ll 
walk Lulu in the morning, and then I’ll send it to accompany you!” 

“Okay!” Chang Pei’e laughs, “Then you have to remember it. Otherwise Lulu 
will hold urinating and will be sick by then.” 

Gungun reassures her, and leads Lulu out. 

The original villa is said to be opposite, but has to be bypassed an artificial 
lake. It is unknown how Tang Yao told the property management center. They 
agreed to build a bridge over the lake. Of course the cost will be paid by Tang 
Family. 

“It hasn’t been repaired yet. When it’s repaired, you can just come over 
directly!” Tang Yao says proudly, “And the bridge is probably only used by our 
family!” 

Lang Qi lavishes praise on him, “Brother, you are so thoughtful! Why didn’t I 
think of it?” 

“Ah, I believe you will look for convenience yourself after you stay for a while. I 
just have a little more life experience than you! Ha ha ha!” 

Tang Duo is speechless. 

She didn’t tell her dad that Lang Qi told her from the beginning to build a 
bridge. However, later when they found that Tang Yao was actively doing this, 
Lang Qi specifically asked Tang Duo to forget it just as he hadn’t mentioned it. 

“Yes, I think so too. I will play more with Hua and children in the future, and 
gradually I will understand life.” Lang Qi nods. 

Tang Yao thinks that there is something wrong with this sentence, but he 
doesn’t know what’s wrong. And then he hears Lang Qi say, “Not only play 



with the children, but also play with you, brother! Remember to take me out for 
fishing and drinking tea in the future.” 

“Rest assured! I shall introduce my friends to you. In the circle, I am…” 

Tang Duo and Lang Ruoxian walk behind, whispering, “My dad is so stupid 
that he won’t know if he is sold by your dad.” 

“He’s our dad.” Lang Ruoxian corrects her, “Rest assured. He won’t. Maybe 
he can give Dad some good suggestions.” 

Lang Ruoxian’s words come true very quickly. Tang Yao comes back angrily 
one day, and Lang Qi follows behind him. 

“What’s wrong?” Bai Susu and Tang Duo are looking at the jewelry for the 
new season in the magazine. 

Tang Yao sits down on the sofa, “Hum, I am pissed by Mr. Ma! It turns out that 
he stands behind me every time not because he has a good relationship with 
me, but because he wants to tell Mr. Xu about my cards!” 

Tang Duo is speechless. Actually she wants to laugh, but she has to hold 
back. 

“How long has this been going on? How did you find it out today?” Bai Susu 
wonders. Then when she sees helpless Lang Qi, she understands, “You told 
him, didn’t you?” 

Lang Qi sighs, “I thought he knew it, so I mentioned it.” 

“You did it right!” Tang Yao says indignantly, “If it weren’t for you and I would 
be still in the dark. We won’t play with them later!” 

Bai Susu rolls her eyes, “Don’t you always say that Mr. Ma is your best 
friend?” 

“What best friend? Sh*t!” Tang Yao bangs the table, “I shall ask Ruoxian to 
buy his company later!” 

After speaking it, he also reacts, “Yeah! Where is Ruoxian? I want to call him.” 



“Don’t make a fool of yourself.” Bai Susu snatches his mobile phone, 
“Suddenly buying other people’s company? Do you think it to be like to buy 
Chinese cabbage in a vegetable market?” 

Tang Yao looks at her with a wronged look. When he sees Bai Susu’s 
relentless face, he turns to look at Lang Qi again. 

Lang Qi smiles, “You don’t have to buy a company to get revenge! It takes 
time to buy a company, and we have a faster way.” 

“In what way?” 

The two old fathers mumble aside. Tang Duo sees Bai Susu staring at them, 
and whispers, “Mom, don’t worry. My father-in-law has a sense of propriety.” 

“I know that your father-in-law knows how far to go and when to stop. I mean 
that your father doesn’t have a sense of propriety.” Bai Susu snorts, “I’m more 
at ease if your father-in-law is with him.” 

Lang Qi, like Lang Ruoxian, is a close relative of the devil. 

Soon the people of Tang Yao’s circle suffer losses. Especially Mr. Ma, loses a 
house directly to Tang Yao, which makes Tang Yao happily tells everyone he 
meets. No one dares to fool him anymore. And more than that, everyone 
knows that he is with Lang Ruoxian’s father. 

There have been many stories about Lang Ruoxian in Yanjing in a short time. 
Everybody knows that he is sharp-eyed and nimble in the market. 
Unexpectedly, his father is the same as him. No wonder they are the father 
and son. Their marketing talents are genetic. 

“Boss.” Just as Lang Qi follows Tang Yao to go around to play every day, K 
calls at the house on the day. 

Lang Qi is about to go fishing, and asks when packing up, “My son doesn’t 
exploit workforce from you today?” 

“…Young Master should have known that I’m coming for you.” K is anxious, 
“Boss, Anselm Family’s stock has shrunk by a quarter within just half a month. 
If it continues, your decades of painstaking efforts will be all finished!” 



Lang Qi pauses his hand, “Don’t I keep you out of Anselm Family’s affairs? 
Where did you get the news?” 

“Yeah… Shu Sheng told me that.” K whispers, “It turns out that Young Master 
Ruoxian has always arranged someone to keep their eyes there.” 

“Um… It is faster than what I expected.” Lang Qi puts down the fishing rod, “It 
seems that I have overestimated Brown. I thought that he could have been at 
least as half good as Ruoxian. Now… He isn’t even as half good as Ruoxian.” 

K nods, “Young Master Brown has been deeply troubled. It is said that he 
goes so far as to want to sell several wineries.” 

“The wineries are my own, not in the hands of Anselm Family. He can only 
dream it!” 

“Then… Would you like to go back?” K asks carefully. 

Lang Qi glances at him, “Go back? Believe me or not, now if I say to go back, 
Lang Ruoxian will have me locked up.” 

“You are his father!” K is stunned, “Young Master won’t do that. What’s more, 
you will come back. You just… Just go back and solve the problems of 
Anselm Family.” 

Seeing that Lang Qi doesn’t say a word, K thinks more, and is a little bit 
frightened to ask, “Does it mean… Does Young Master Ruoxian want Anselm 
Family?” 

“You think him to be too hard working.” Lang Qi laughs, “He is too lazy to want 
that. He wants Brown to come to Hua Country to find me.” 

Lang Ruoxian puts down the file, “Did K go to my dad?” 

“Yes, he did.” Shu Sheng smiles, “When he heard that Anselm Family had a 
problem, he was more anxious than anyone else. He was loyal to Master and 
thought that Anselm Family should belong to Master.” 

Lang Ruoxian nods. K was raised by his dad, so K naturally was on the side 
of Lang Qi. However, Lang Qi obviously didn’t know how to raise children. 
Although K is very capable, he is soft-hearted. That Brown is even more 



stupid. It is unknown if Laura would regret having chosen the stupidest one of 
the four children if she were still alive… 

“Will that Brown come?” Shu Sheng thinks for a while and says, “Master 
shouldn’t leave, should he?” 

“Leave?” Lang Ruoxian snorts, “If he dares to leave and I dare to lock him up.” 

Shu Sheng is speechless. 

Lang Ruoxian knows that Lang Qi will not leave. Since he followed Lang 
Ruoxian back to Hua Country, Lang Ruoxian should have understood that he 
was intentional. As long as Lang Qi leaves Anselm Family, Brown the fool will 
mess up and Lang Qi will have to put out fires then. 

“Brown wants my dad to go back and help him, so he has to come to Hua 
Country obediently.” Lang Ruoxian laughs, “As long as he sets foot on the 
land of Hua Country, his aristocratic identity is a vanity, and we can invite him 
to be our guest and have a drink, OK?” 

Brown drops another cell phone, jumps up and shoves everything on the table 
down to the ground, “Why? When Father was there, they all kept their noses 
clean. How long have I just taken it over? Are they going to rebel one by 
one?” 

The two underlings aside draw back their necks and don’t dare to say a word. 
Because Anselm Family’s business was snatched by other families, and 
Brown’s temper has become worse and worse. Yesterday he almost threw a 
mistress under the car to run over her. They don’t dare to have a stroke of bad 
luck to make him angry. 

“Are you deaf or dead?” Unfortunately, Brown doesn’t give them the 
opportunity, and slaps the document on their faces, “If this continues, half of 
the family’s business will be gone.” 

“How about those wineries?” 

His man trembles and says in shock, “Those… Those wineries are the 
property of Master Lang Qi, and we have no right to auction.” 

“My father has private property? Are you kidding! He married into and lived 
with Anselm Family. How can he have any private property?” 



If you find any errors ( broken links, non-standard content, etc.. ), Please let 
us know via our discord so we can fix it as soon as possible. 


